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Radio Channel Characterization for Future Wireless Networks and Applications

by Ing. Marco ZOLI

The new frontier of Above-6GHz bands is nowadays revolutionizing the field of
wireless telecommunications, requiring new flexible radio channel models to sup-
port the development of future Giga-bit-per-second systems. Recently, determin-
istic ray-based models as Ray Tracing are catching on worldwide thanks to their
frequency-agility and reliable predictions. A modern 3D Ray Tracing developed
at University of Bologna has been indeed calibrated and used to investigate the
Above-6GHz radio channel properties. As starting point, an item-level electromag-
netic characterization of common items and materials has been achieved success-
fully to obtain information about the complex permittivity, scattering diagrams and
even de-polarization effects, both utilizing Vector Spectrum Analyzer (at 7-15GHz)
and custom Channel Sounder (at 70GHz). Thus, a complete tuning of the Ray Trac-
ing has been completed for Above-6GHz frequencies. Then, 70GHz indoor double-
directional channel measurements have been performed in collaboration with TU
Ilmenau, in order to attain a multidimensional analysis of propagation mechanisms
in time and space, outlining the differences between Below- and Above-6GHz prop-
agation. RT simulations compared to measurements have shown widely good re-
sults, especially thanks to the implementation of Effective Roughness model for dif-
fuse scattering. Furthermore, multi-antenna systems, as Multiple-Input-Multiple-
Output (MIMO) and Beamforming have been taken into considerations, as strate-
gic technologies for Above-6GHz systems, focusing on their implementation, limits
and differences. Finally, complex system simulations of Space-Division-Multiple-
Access (SDMA) networks in indoor scenarios have been tested, to assess the capa-
bilities of Beamforming. In particular, efficient Beam Search and Tracking algorithms
have been proposed to assess the impact of interference on Multi-User Beamform-
ing at 70GHz and, also, novel Multi-Beam Beamforming schemes have been tested
at 60GHz to investigate diversity strategies to cope with NLOS link and Human
Blockage events. Moreover, the novel concept of Ray-Tracing-assisted Beamforming
has been outlined, showing that ray-based models represent today the promising
key tools to evaluate, design and enhance the future Above-6GHz multi-antenna
systems.
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Introduction

The major aim of this work has been tackling the new frontier of ”Above-6GHz”
bands for future wireless applications from an electromagnetic and propagation
point of view. The novel access to unusual chunks of spectrum (e.g. 28GHz or
60GHz) is triggering worldwide a revolutionary progress in the telecommunica-
tions field opening many opportunities, but raising new challenges. In particular,
the properties of the radio channel Above-6GHz still need to be deeply investigated,
especially for modern solutions with Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) and
Beamforming (BF) techniques. Therefore, mmWaves measurement campaigns (around
60/70GHz), in collaboration with TU Ilmenau, and Ray Tracing (RT) simulations
have been performed to analyze the nature of Above-6GHz radio channel, address-
ing some of the actual open issues regarding the multipath richness, diffuse scatter-
ing, dielectrics electromagnetic characterization and Beamforming applications.

In order to track the logic progression of the thesis everything is organized in this
way:

• chapter (1) introduces the actual wireless technologies and systems, providing
the right insights to remark the importance of Above-6GHz bands for new
applications in future mobile networks.

• chapter (2) outlines the basics of radio channel characterization taking into ac-
count the challenges related to Above-6GHz frequencies. Different approaches,
as ray-based models, are outlined and compared.

• chapter (3) focuses on the Geometrical Theory of Propagation and RT imple-
mentation in details, showing the advantages of deterministic channel models
for Above-6GHz characterization.

• chapter (4) describes the study of electromagnetic properties of materials and
objects at Above-6GHz bands. Two different experimental approaches are
presented: a Vector Network Analyzer wide-band measurement campaign
at 7-15GHz and a Channel Sounder (CS) measurement campaign in anechoic
chamber at 70GHz. Also a unique collection of electromagnetic parameters is
provided.

• chapter (5) includes a deep analysis of 70GHz radio channel in a small office
scenario, comparing CS measurements to RT simulations. The properties of
propagation mechanisms are evaluated in time and space domains.

• chapter (6) provides the basics of Multi-Antenna systems and their relationship
with Above-6GHz frequencies.

• chapter (7) addresses the impact of BF on Above-6GHz indoor communica-
tions. In particular, a study on Multi-Beam BF and a study on Multi-User BF
are presented. Moreover, RT tool is tested as a key enabler to assist BF schemes.
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• Appendix includes extra details about RF Hardware issues of Above-6GHz
multi-antenna circuits.
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Chapter 1

Future Wireless Systems

1.1 Introduction

Over the last 8 years, I have made up my mind that ”the next big thing” to come
for the technology progress could not be a disruptive innovation but more likely a
sophisticated seamless integration of different applications. By checking the trendy
buzzwords which are currently dominating the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) business there are indeed: 5G, Internet of Things (IOT), Aug-
mented/ Virtual/ Mixed Reality, Industry 4.0, Autonomous cars, Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) and so on. In my opinion, a key role will be played therefore by the
wireless communications enabling the convergence of all of these emerging novel-
ties into a valuable ecosystem.

In fact, clear technical guidelines are provided by International Telecommunica-
tion Union (ITU) agency, as documented by the ITU Report [1], to improve the per-
formance of the International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) and setting new
ambitious goals for the incoming 2020, in line with the progress of the European
Framework Horizon 2020 [2] in Europe.

FIGURE 1.1: Different IMT2020 specifications for eMBB, URLLC and
mMTC.

This is leading to the coordinated development of new communication types
(Fig.1.1), defined as: enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) for high speed links, ultra-
reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) for fast reliable connections, and
massive machine type communications (mMTC), for huge numbers of monitoring
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sensors (e.g. within the IOT paradigm). So, technically, a worldwide research ef-
fort in academia and industries is being carried out to achieve better user data rate,
spectral efficiency, network capacity, energy efficiency and also service latency and
reliability.

In fact, today, due to recent capacity-hungry mobile-based applications (e.g. videos
streaming and social networks) the wireless bands so far utilized (e.g 0.7-6GHz) are
becoming saturated and interference-limited. New upcoming radio systems, as 5th
generation (5G), are envisioned to largely benefit from all available spectrum options
from 500MHz to 100GHz, including licensed, unlicensed and license-shared access
to radio channel. It is therefore worth introducing now a terminology to distinguish
frequencies: ’Below-6GHz’ and ’Above-6GHz’.

1.2 Below-6GHz Systems

Chasing the evolution of mobile communications in next years it is firstly necessary
to speak about the work of 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) which unites
seven telecommunications standard development organizations, and develops tech-
nical specifications, as [3], for complete end-to-end cellular systems including the
user equipment (or devices), radio access, core network, and service framework.
Since Release 8 in 2006, 3GPP has been working on LTE 4G, then on LTE-Advanced
and now on bridging the gap towards the 5G, as recently published in Rel.15 [4].

As stated in papers by Ericsson [5], Motorola [6] and Agilent [7], ”the main in-
gredients” of Radio Access Technology (RAT) for LTE communications today are
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), Carrier Aggregation (CA) and Orthogo-
nal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), besides other innovative network so-
lutions, with respect to the ”old” 3G. Respectively, by utilizing more antenna ports
(e.g. multi-antenna systems), more separate or adjacent channels and more orthogo-
nal sub-carrier signals, (as explained by Michailow [8] and Banelli [9]), it is possible
to improve significantly the overall radio performance and reach practically hun-
dreds of Mbps over the air. The spectrum bands implied in LTE span from 700 MHz
to 2.6 GHz in Europe, staying Below-6GHz.

On the other hand, in order to get the whole picture it is secondly necessary to
speak about the IEEE 802.11 standards. Indeed, Wi-Fi ®Alliance is the worldwide
network of companies that defines innovative, standards-based Wi-Fi technologies
and programs, certifies products. Since the first standard IEEE 802.11a in 1999, the
Wi-Fi has experienced an exponential spread thanks to the usage of internationally
unlicensed industrial, scientific, and medical radio band (ISM band). Respectively,
the IEEE 802.11n [10] at 2.45GHz and the IEEE 802.11ac [11] at ~5GHz represent
today the dominant standards for Wi-Fi. The technical specifications share again the
same key wireless technologies of LTE (e.g. MIMO and OFDM), which are going
to be further improved according to the accomplishment of future Wi-Fi generation
(NG) as IEEE 802.11ax foreseen to bring Gbps data rate by 2019 [12]. The Wi-Fi
spectrum is split around 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz, again Below-6GHz.

1.3 Above-6GHz Systems

In compliance with ITU World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) in 2015 [13],
in order to satisfy the aforementioned IMT2020 specifications, new bands up to
100GHz are meant to be allocated to mobile communications, as shown by Fig.1.2.
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Technically, the lower part of spectrum from 6 to 30GHz is named as ’cmWaves’ and
the upper part from 30 and 100GHz ’mmWaves’, due to the wavelength.

FIGURE 1.2: Possible new Above-6GHz bands for IMT2020 in Eu-
rope.

Recently, the feasibility of the proposed Above-6GHz wireless communications
generated a debate in the scientific community, due to the novel idea to use higher
frequency carriers and cutting-edge RF circuits with respect to the ones related to
common ’legacy’ lower bands. Today it is clear that cm/mmWaves are going to radi-
cally change the state-of-the-art of modern mobile communications in short-medium
run, leading to a shift in the paradigm of designing wireless devices or networks, as
reported by Rappaport [14], [15], [16] and by Samsung [17], [18], [19].

Attention is today especially drawn by 5G. In occasion of the XXIII Olympic
Winter Games in PyeongChang in February 2018 the South Korean TLC operators,
announced to realize the first demonstration of real-time 5G network exploiting
Above-6GHz frequencies (i.e. 28GHz). However the decision about which bands
are more suitable for 5G is a hot point of contention both from business and techni-
cal perspectives. The planned WRC 2019 will be likely to be decisive.

Exploring the new frontier of Above-6GHz, indeed, many research projects (within
the overall EU Horizon 2020 5G Public Private Partnership) have started and are cur-
rently ongoing to find novel solutions :

• Metis II, [20]: Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for Twenty-twenty
(2020) Information Society-II.

• mmMagic [21]: mm-Wave based Mobile Radio Access Network for 5G Inte-
grated Communications.

• FlexWare [22]: Flexible and efficient hardware/software platforms for 5G net-
work elements and devices.

• 5Gnow [23]: 5th Generation Non-Orthogonal Waveforms for Asynchronous
Signalling.
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• MiWeBa [24]: Millimetre-Wave Evolution for Backhaul and Access.

• XHaul [25]: Dynamically Reconfigurable Optical-Wireless Backhaul/Fronthaul
with Cognitive Control Plane for Small Cells and Cloud-RANs.

In order to introduce the several issues related to radio channel characterization
and waves propagation prediction Above-6GHz, an example of non-standalone 5G
deployment is sketched in Fig.1.3, where mmWaves are used both for access and
back-hauling: the Macro Base Station (BS) is an existing 4G BS (e.g. called eNodeB
technically) covering a large area with usual 1-2GHz bands, whereas the mmWaves
Small Cell is a new radio terminal around 28 or 60GHz for short distances links,
according to the concept of cellular network densification. In this case, lampposts
are hosting 5G BS to provide mmWaves radio access along the streets avoiding the
costs of new installations.

In figure, the user device (e.g. UE) is connected both at 4G and 5G: mmWaves
U-plane (i.e. User Plane, for the users traffic) indicates 5G Gbps links Above-6GHz,
whereas Cellular C-Plane (i.e. Control Plane, for network signaling) indicates 4G
Mbps links Below-6GHz. Moreover, thanks to the free bandwidth and directive an-
tennas, mmWaves band is used also for backhauling (XHAUL), which is the funda-
mental communications between 5G BS and 4G BS for the overall network coordina-
tion. Considering the demand of data rate, this double advantage of cm/mmWaves
could be very important providing Gbps services/applications and, at the same
time, avoiding bottleneck effects, thanks to valid front/back-hauling capabilities.

FIGURE 1.3: An example of 5G radio access.

Moreover, it is noteworthy to focus attention onto the novel ISM mmWave band
centered around 60GHz, chosen to host very high data rate Wi-Fi according to the
standard IEEE 802.11ad, named also WiGig ®[26] since 2012, similarly to IEEE 802.15.3c
[27]. Even though a few WiGig compliant products are already commercially avail-
able today, an enhanced version of the 11ad, called 802.11ay or NG60 [28] is under
development for 2019 targeting tens of Gbps over the air. This fact shows that even
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in the Wi-Fi ecosystem, Above-6GHz bands represent again the key to reach unbe-
lievable data rate far away from crowded usual frequencies.

This is confirmed by the following Fig.1.4, illustrating the well-known Edholm’s
Law about the trend of increasing data rate from 1970 to 2020, where, for exam-
ple, 802.11ad overcomes all the other previous wireless technologies with more than
1Gbps.

FIGURE 1.4: Edholm’s Law for wired and wireless technologies.

1.4 Propagation and RF issues for Above-6GHz

Beyond the general outline about the state-of-the-art of current wireless communi-
cations, the main focus of the this work is to point out the main differences between
Below-6GHz and Above-6GHz from an electromagnetic perspective, i.e. in terms of
radio channel properties, material characterization, propagation and multi-antenna
solutions.

Thus, with respect to Below-6GHz, cm/mmWaves differ for the following as-
pects:

• Spectrum: from 6GHz to 100GHz there are many spectrum portions available
to be reserved primarily to mobile communications, as reported by Fig.1.2.
The main problem is represented by the management of new spectrum in
terms of license and permission, in order to harmonize worldwide the usage of
these high-frequency bands for different applications. For example, the WiGig
60GHz ISM band is free and available in every country. Differently, the ’pop-
ular’ candidate bands for 5G are nowadays primarily 28 and 38GHz and then
60 or 70/80 GHz, too. As shown before by Fig. 1.3, the first ones are likely to
be for radio access and the second ones for back/front-hauling. These issues
are still to be finalized by 2020.

• Bandwidth: being the carrier frequency in the order of tens of GHz at cm/mmWaves,
the corresponding available bandwidth can reach up to GHz, so enabling Gbps
data rate, in the end. For example, the whole bandwidth of WiGig is set
from 57GHz to 70GHz with 6 channels of 2.17GHz of bandwidth. Anyway,
it is worth noticing that the relative bandwidth is approximately the same
between Below- and Above-6GHz: 100 ∗ (80MHz/2450MHz) = 3.3% and
100 ∗ (2GHz/60GHz) = 3.3%.

• Antennas: due to the shorter wavelength, the antennas at cm/mmWaves can
be designed with a compact layout placing more radiating elements in a given
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area, Hong [29] and Yu [30]. The novel chance to implement ’massive’ antenna
arrays, especially at mmWaves, is a key aspect to be remarked because it is
necessary for MIMO and BF techniques, as illustrated in chapter (6), and, sec-
ondly, it is the solution to cope with extra attenuation due to the propagation
nature of higher frequency, with respect to 1-2GHz, (see next chapter (2)).

• Radio Channel: using frequencies higher than usual bands, there are big dif-
ferences in the way how electromagnetic fields interact with the surrounding
environment, as reported by Martinez-Ingles [31]. The right power balance
among the fundamental propagation mechanisms (i.e. Reflection, Transmis-
sion, Diffraction and Scattering) is likely to be radically different, with respect
to the actual knowledge Below-6GHz, as explained in chapter (5) with dou-
ble directional 70GHz measurements. For example, being the penetration loss
from outdoor to indoor (O2I) proportional to the frequency, can be prohibitive
at cm/mmWaves to trespassing walls or obstacles, Diakhate [32]. This is a
disadvantage for coverage purposes limiting the link distance to shorter path
(e.g. 200-300m). An other open issue is represented by the impact of diffuse
scattering, as explained in chapter (4), because details of buildings, streets and
objects (e.g. terraces, roofs, poles, panels, vegetation, superficial roughness,
volume inhomogeneity and so on), cannot be neglected at cm/mmWaves, due
to the shorter wavelength, being responsible of important changes in the radio
channel. Concluding, a vast comprehension of cm/mmWaves radio channels
is yet far to be completed and further investigations are necessary.

• Noise and Interference: in RF circuits being the noise proportional to the fre-
quency / bandwidth it limits the receiving sensitivity setting an upper bound
in the link distance (given a fixed transmitted power output). On the other
hand, thanks to MIMO/ BF schemes, the interference can be smartly rejected
exploiting the properties of the radio channel in the spatial domain, as ex-
plained in chapter (6). So, combining these two facts, cm/mmWaves systems
(with large bandwidth and adaptive BF) are likely to be noise-limited rather
than interference-limited, Larsson [33]. In fact in Below-6GHz bands (let’s
think about the overcrowded 2.45GHz) the scarcity of radio resources (RR)
represent today a bigger problem rather than complexity or costs, at expense
of interference. A large number of antennas on both base stations and termi-
nals is an essential characteristic of cm/mmWaves systems, but leading to an
increased complexity of the RF front end due to architecture with multiple RF
chains, as outlined in (6) and Appendix.
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Chapter 2

Radio Channel Modelling

2.1 Channel Modelling

The term ’Channel Modelling’ indicates generally the study of the modifications in
terms of carried energy and/or information experienced by a given signal traveling
through a medium (e.g. air) between two given points, a transmitter (TX) and a
receiver (RX). In practice, the radio waves signals undergo a complicated ”pinball”
effect in real scenario, such as urban cities or indoor offices, where several surround-
ing entities (e.g. hills, buildings, trees, crossroads, walls, cars, pedestrian and pieces
of furniture) obstruct and alter the propagation significantly. This aspect is named
as multipath and may provoke the dispersion of the original signal in time and in
space, then making the reception much harder with respect to the ideal free space
Line-of-Sight (LOS) case, as described by Parson [34] and Bertoni [35]. Operatively,
the purposes of Channel Modelling are to model the propagation of electromagnetic
waves in order to develop algorithms and architectures, to perform link and system
level feasibility studies and to investigate spectrum engineering regulatory issues,
such as interference risks and coexistence.

In particular, in order to test modulation and coding scheme (MCS) or Medium-
Access-Control (MAC) layer solutions, usually Network Level Simulator (e.g. NS-3
[36]) or Link Level Simulator are used to estimate network or link performance, re-
spectively. Within these software, the radio channel model is the inner block in the
physical layer (PHY) which provides reliable ’in-out’ relationships among any termi-
nals or communicating antenna ports. An accurate radio channel model is therefore
essential to predict correctly the influence of real outdoor/indoor scenario on the
radio signal integrity. In fact, radio channel impairments, as multipath, are signif-
icantly dominant in the evaluation of common link performance metrics as Signal-
to-Noise-and-Interference-Ratio (SINR), Bit-Error-Rate (BER), effective Throughput
and Error Vector Magnitude (EVM), as documented by Proakis [37] and Molish [38].
This is especially true in case of mobility of terminals and/or in case of crowded
scenarios with vehicles and people, where both characterization and simulation of
the radio channel become very demanding, due its a time-variant nature.

Recalling now the insights of the previous chapter, concerning the future require-
ments of wireless network it is worth tackling separately two remarkable trends in
channel modelling:

• Above-6GHz frequencies: with respect to lower frequencies, at higher bands,
as 28GHz or 60GHz, the radio channel shows different properties, which are
still to be fully understood, as described in chapter (5). Approximately, as-
suming that the behavior of e.m. waves around 1GHz is much similar to FM
radio whereas around 100GHz is similar to visible light, then it is clear the
need for channel models capable to cover large frequency span with a sort of
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’frequency-flexibility’, taking into account carefully the frequency-dependent
propagation differences. For example, a piece of furniture like a monitor, which
could be considered negligible at 1GHz, may instead block and/or scatter part
of the incoming power at mmWaves, due to the shorter wavelength.

• Multi-antenna technology: on the other hand, over the last decades novel ar-
chitectures with multiple antenna at radio terminals have been adopted to
achieve beneficial improvements in terms of power (e.g. Beamforming) and/or
data rate (e.g. MIMO Spatial Multiplexing), as reported in chapter (6). In a nut-
shell, these multi-antenna technologies require a complete knowledge of the
radio channel not only based on power levels, but on spatial-temporal (multi-
dimensional) characteristics of multipath, due to multiple-antenna ports. In
order to evaluate the performance of Gbps MIMO networks (e.g. 5G or NG
802.11) it is clear that the characterization of new radio channel should take
into account also these advanced aspects of modern radio communications.

2.2 Different Approaches of Modelling

The ultimate goal of an ideal model would be showing the same results with re-
spect to on-field measurements. Statistically speaking, this comparison is usually
carried out over many different TX/RX locations and the corresponding accuracy
is assessed in terms of prediction error (e.g. mean and standard deviation errors).
Above-6GHz multi-antenna systems require also the joint evaluation of multi-dimensional
and multi-antenna characteristics of radio channel so making even more challenging
the matching between model and measurement results.

Therefore, generally, due to the complexity of propagation phenomena, every
channel model shows indeed a point of trade-off between complexity and precision,
offering pros and cons depending on its application. A simple classification based
on the two different approaches is outlined in the following.

2.2.1 Measurement-First approach

Measurement-First approach means that the radio channel is sounded according
to a planned measurement campaign and then a related model with several sta-
tistical parameters is extracted thanks to the data analysis. In the past this empiri-
cal/experimental approach used to be the way to test radio channels (e.g. Okumura-
Hata) and is still fundamental for any wireless system validation. Within the re-
search community, there are two main approaches in channel sounding: commer-
cially available vector network analyzers (VNA) and custom channel sounders (CS).
The VNA is a simple solution, which is typically used in indoor and stationary sce-
narios, working in the frequency domain. However, due to the greater measurement
bandwidth in comparison to lower frequencies, it may be time consuming. Con-
versely, custom CS based on wideband signal, as pseudo random binary sequence
(PRBS), although more expensive, offer a high resolution in the time delay domain,
combined with a high spatial resolution, allowing for an easier identification of clus-
ters and paths. Moreover the time variant aspects of the radio channel, as Doppler
effect, can be detected with CS, thanks to its similarity to radar equipment as illus-
trated in the following chapters.

Of course the price to pay for radio channel measurement derives from a ’double’
cost: hardware must be purchased/manufactured and then a long period of time
must be allocated to perform measurements in different scenarios.
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For example, the mm-Magic project [21] gathers many measurements campaigns
performed in different out/in-door scenarios and, at different cm/mmWaves bands
of interest covering the 6-100GHz spectrum. The final model is a so-called stochastic
channel model (SCM): in a nutshell, as depicted in the flow chart in Fig.2.1, given
the inputs about the scenario and the link set-up, a multi-stage simulation proce-
dure generates realizations of several channel coefficients, differentiated as large and
small scale fading parameters, Parson [34]. The entire set of these parameters rep-
resents the model of the radio channel which is flexible and capable to replicate the
measured radio channel in terms of Channel Impulse Response (CIR) as accurate as
possible, taking into account the propagation losses, temporal-angular dispersion,
array antenna model, users mobility and even blockage events.

FIGURE 2.1: Flowchart of stochastic radio channel model of mm-
Magic project. Notice the Array antenna model block on the left.

2.2.2 Physics-First approach

Physics-First approach is based on the application of the electromagnetic theory (e.g.
Maxwell equations), to model the radio waves interactions and propagation. Now,
measurements are needed additionally to calibrate the models, afterwards. Practi-
cally two ’families’ of numeric simulators within the field of Computational Electro-
magnetics are available: so called full-wave algorithms, as FDTD or other numerical
techniques, as illustrated by Ishimaru [39] and Sadiku [40], and ray-based models as
Ray Tracing, Fuschini [41]. With respect to Measurement-First approach, the price
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to pay for this approach is expressed by the simulations computational complex-
ity and time. Regarding Above-6GHz, Physics-First models, as Ray Tracing, have
the advantage to be flexible to simulate the radio channel at different frequencies
(e.g. 6-100GHz) with no additional costs with respect to measurements, once a re-
liable tuning of the model itself is performed. In particular the calibration of the
indoor Ray Tracing developed at University of Bologna is performed for the band
60/70GHz as described in the chapter (4).

2.2.3 Hybrid approach

Recently, concerning cm/mmWaves, novel interesting hybrid models have been pro-
posed in order to merge the pros of Measurement-First approach (e.g. speed, sim-
plicity) and Physics-First approach (e.g. frequency-agility, precision). In particular,
in 3GPP TR 38.900 [3] is provided an alternative Map Based hybrid model where
Ray Tracing/Launching tools take an active part in the channel coefficient genera-
tion procedure assisting the identification and manipulation of clusters, paths and
subpaths of the multipath components. Similarly, an example is given by Fig.2.2,
where the channel response generation is explained according to IEEE 802.11ay for
indoor 60GHz communications. It is worth noticing the Ray-Tracer algorithm is a
significant block in the initial part of the model procedure.

FIGURE 2.2: IEEE 802.11ay hybrid approach of channel modelling at
60GHz. Notice the Ray-tracer algorithm block on the left bottom.

Moreover, an other simple hybrid approach is the so-called quasi-deterministic
(Q-D), proposed for modeling both access and backhaul mmWaves channels. The
approach builds on the representation of the mmWaves CIR comprised of a few
quasi-deterministic strong rays (D-rays), a number of relatively weak random rays
(R-rays) and flashing rays (F-rays, originating by reflections from moving cars, buses
and other dynamic objects), as in Fig.2.3. Also in this model deterministic elements
as reflected rays are mixed with statistical elements as random decay paths to model
as close as possible the mmWaves channel. See the MiWeBa project [24] for further
details.
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FIGURE 2.3: Q-D model: graphical representation of short-range link
along the street with different interactions.

2.3 The Characterization of the Radio Channel Above-6GHz

As sketched before, the characterization of the radio channel is a wide topic that
bridges the gap between the e.m. fields propagation mechanisms and the signals
elaborated by the RF/digital circuits in any device. Since the radio channel has
an unpredictable behavior due to multipath and mobility, it changes continuously
its characteristics in time and space. This is one of the major reason why modern
resilient wireless systems must ’adaptively’ find the best communication settings.
Practically, for example, LTE BS serves the network users managing the available
radio resources ( e.g. time subframes, frequency subcarriers, MIMO spatial streams
and MCS) using a proper ’channel dependent’ scheduler algorithm to cope with
time-variant nature of radio channel. This confirms again the importance of radio
channel modeling in many applications remarking overall the need of new Above-
6GHz radio channel models.

In the following many different aspects of channel modelling are listed to take
into account the novelties introduced by Above-6GHz bands.

• Antennas: due to the small wavelength at Above-6GHz, the RF front-end hosts
antenna array enabling all the potentiality of BF e MIMO techniques, as dis-
cussed in chapter (7). Fig.2.4 shows an example of 60GHz antenna array with
24 elements made by Sibeam ®. As in Fig.2.1 and in Fig.2.2, the properties
of the antenna arrays are part of the radio channel model because such smart
antennas have the capability to spatially filter the multipath components, ac-
cording to their radiation pattern and gain function. This is one of the biggest
advantage of Above-6GHz systems implementing BF and/or MIMO.
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FIGURE 2.4: Sibeam ®60GHz antenna array.

• Free space path loss (FSPL): the power loss in free space is proportional to
square of the frequency, due to the broadening of the wavefront. For exam-
ple, going from 2GHz to 60GHz the FSPL increases 30dB, as confirmed by
Martinez-Ingles [31]. This aspect could represent an issue for cm/mmWaves
in terms of coverage and link budget. However with respect to Below-6GHz,
at cm/mmWaves also the directivity and the gain of antennas increase signif-
icantly compensating the larger FSPL. Anyway the problem is not automati-
cally solved. It is worth reminding that in order to properly use multi-antenna
schemes onto the antenna array still precious information (e.g. Channel Infor-
mation State) are needed to be retrieved (with a cost) and managed (with an
unavoidable level of complexity). In a nutshell, in order to pilot with BF an an-
tenna array, which may provide enough gain to overcome the FSPL, a terminal
should know where to focus the power, and this is not a trivial task.

• Extra Attenuation: as explained in chapter (4), the higher the frequency the
weaker the capability to penetrate and even pass thorough an obstacle. For
cm/mmWaves this results in two big issues: a greater Outdoor-to-Indoor (O2I)
attenuation which limits the link coverage limiting the Non-LOS communica-
tions and, then, an enhanced sensitivity to unexpected Blockage events, which
may cause harmful drops of performance, as discussed in chapter (6). These
are the reason why cm/mmWaves have been so far considered in 5G only for
short-range radio access (e.g. hundreds of meter). However, the same aspect
is instead an advantage to reduce unwanted interference in indoor communi-
cations, as investigated in chapter (7).

On the other side, other minor effects as vegetation/foliage (see Fig.2.5) mod-
elled in ITU Rec.833 [42] and climate phenomena modelled in ITU Rec.676
[43],840 [44],838 [45] could be included in the radio channel models Above-
6GHz, especially for long-range links. For examples, at 60GHz there occurs
an absorption peak due to the oxygen in the air which causes an additional
attenuation equal to 15dB/km, which is 1.5 dB over 100m , or, moreover, con-
sidering a rain rate equal to 25 mm/hour the corresponding attenuation at
28GHz is about 7dB/km, which is only 0.7 dB over 100m.
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FIGURE 2.5: Siradel ®Ray Tracing simulation of an outdoor long-
range link. It is evident the rich presence of vegetation along around

the buildings.

• Time-Angle dispersion: as stated in ITU Rec.1238 [46] and 1411 [47], the fluctu-
ations of the received signal due to the evolving radio channel (i.e. called mul-
tipath fading) cause temporal and angular dispersion, Bertoni [35]. In time
domain this means the overlapping of multiple replicas (e.g. rays or paths)
of the original transmitted fields arriving with different time of arrivals onto
the RX antenna. Delay Spread (DS) is commonly the spread coefficient used to
quantify the impact of temporal dispersion. In space domain, equivalently, this
means the overlapping of multiple replicas of the original transmitted fields
arriving with different angle of arrivals onto the RX antenna. Angles Spread
(AS) (often split into Azimuth and Elevation/Zenith angles) is commonly the
spread coefficient used to quantify the impact of angular dispersion of the sig-
nal.

Now, concerning Above-6GHz systems a very important role is played by an-
tenna arrays and adaptive Beamforming scheme which are capable to mitigate
the multipath fading. Instead of capturing the multipath components from all
spatial directions, as well as Below-6GHz antennas, thanks to the greater di-
rectivity the antenna array can filter out spatially most of the incoming paths,
focusing on the LOS dominant path, then reducing the dispersion of the sig-
nal received, consequently. All of this may end up in a temporal dispersion
(e.g. delays of the signals) much shorter than the communication symbol time,
preventing from Inter-Symbol-Interference (ISI), [34]. This advantage enables
indeed Gbps data rate, as in 802.11ad, for example. Of course this is not the
case of challenging NLOS cases, as documented in chapters (5) and (7).

• Frequency dispersion: with moving terminals the radio channel may be even
affected by Doppler effect: because of the relative difference in speed between
e.m. waves and mobile antennas, as well as for acoustic problems, frequency
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shifts can occur at receiver side, causing impairments in the decoding / de-
modulation, especially in case of OFDM signals. This issue can have a sig-
nificant impact on the quality of link especially for cars in highways, high-
speed trains or even satellites. Doppler Spread (DPS), as well as DS and AS, is
commonly the spread coefficient used to quantify the impact of frequency dis-
persion, Parson [34]. Doppler effect is overall more effective at cm/mmWaves
communications since it is proportional to the carrier frequency. Doppler effect
might be indeed 15-30 times greater at 28-60 GHz compared with Below-6GHz
wireless systems.

• Blockage events: due to directivity of the antennas the cm/mmWaves links
tend to be similar to optical ones with respect to Below-6GHz, reducing the
negative influence of multipath but, at the same time, making the communi-
cation susceptible to unknown blockage events, which are hardly to be pre-
dicted and modelled. This issue depends mostly on the relative heights of the
terminals. In fact, in outdoor scenarios the Base Station (e.g. eNodeB in LTE)
is usually mounted on rooftop, whereas in indoor scenarios as office the Ac-
cess Point (AP) is typically attached on a wall or located on a table. However,
since the height of user device cannot exceed approximately 2 meters above
the ground, approximately, moving cars/tracks or standing/walking people
may shadow and block the communication paths, even in short range link. So,
different blockage models have been proposed in literature for this purpose,
including cylinders ([48]), slabs edges (Jacob [49]) or cuboids, mainly utiliz-
ing UTD, as Knife-Edge diffraction model. As reported by Jacob [50], a study
on the Human Blockage (HB) has been performed with 60GHz measurements
analyzing also the impact of skin and clothes. Fig.2.6 shows the shadowing
losses (i.e. Ld in dB) due to HB presence on 60GHz: it is clear the ”V-shaped”
curve (i.e. black color) due to the obstruction of the LOS, with 40dB fade in
the center and several ripples on the edges. In this study, multiple knife edge
(MKE) model (i.e. red curve) has been compared to measurements and it is
evident the good matching.
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FIGURE 2.6: Human Blockage shadowing deep fade with power on
the left and phase on the right.

• Polarization: technically the radio waves, as well as light, can be polarized in 3
different ways: linear, circular and elliptical, tracing in the space respectively a
line, a circle and an ellipse propagating along time. The polarization matching
between the receiving antenna and the incoming paths with unknown polar-
ization due to multipath, is generally an other important factor to be taken into
account in channel modelling, because, hypothetically, the received power can
drastically drop to zero in the worst case, Balanis [51]. The problem of po-
larization mismatch can be considered secondary at cm/mmWaves where the
communication link, if possible, is based on the concentration of the power
towards LOS direction, thanks to BF, as stated before. Differently, polariza-
tion decoupling can be harmful in NLOS scenario, depending on the antenna
properties and on the number of the clusters / paths in the link. Furthermore,
since the polarization state of the e.m. field Above-6GHz is more likely to be
conserved with respect to lower bands due to the shorter wavelength, Co and
Cross polarization properties of waves (Ludwig [52] and Roy [53]) can even
be exploited to achieve diversity and multiplex signals, as reported in several
works by Thompson in [54], by Kajiwara [55] and [56], by Manabe [57] and
[58] and by Maltsev in [59]. Further insights about polarization are in chapter
(4) and (7).
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Chapter 3

Geometrical Propagation Theory: a
ray-based perspective

3.1 Geometrical Propagation Theory

Geometrical Theory of Propagation (GTP) is the electromagnetic theory derived from
Maxwell equations, which allows the description of electromagnetic propagation by
means of optical rays (or just ”rays”) that can be properly traced between TX and
RX. From a geometrical point of view, an optical ray is 3D line perpendicular in each
point to the wave-front passing for that point. GTP may be exploited in different en-
vironments, form free space to complex scenarios with objects and obstacles around
and in-between the antennas. In order to get a complete ray-based electromagnetic
theory, two main issues must be addressed: 1) tracking of the rays trajectories: it is
a purely geometrical problem, aiming at identifying the rays paths; 2) computation
of the e.m. field: it aims at evaluating how the e.m. field evolves along the tracked
rays.

The far-field of ideal source in free space is a spherical wave, i.e. wave-fronts are
concentric spheres. Rays are therefore straight radial lines springing out from the
source (Fig.3.1a), and their direction is therefore the direction of propagation.

FIGURE 3.1: (a) Rays of spherical wave-front; (b) Rays of plane wave-
front.

The plane wave solution of the Maxwell equations is also considered in Fig.3.1b,
where the rays are clearly straight parallel line since the wave-fronts are parallel
planes perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Considering the power carried
by e.m. waves it is necessary to introduce the Poynting vector which represents the
directional energy flux of an electromagnetic field. Now, the Poynting vector of a
spherical wave is oriented towards the radial direction, which is the same direction
of the optical rays. This means that rays are not just geometrical entities, but they
have a clear, physical meaning, i.e. the power (e.g. W/m2) carried by the wave
propagates along the rays. In this regard, the magnitude of the Poynting vector is
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often referred to as intensity of the ray indeed. Then, considering the field amplitude
along a ray it is important to explain the concept of spreading factor.

With reference to Fig.3.2, let’s consider a ray from P0 to P, and a portion of wave-
front around P0 (with area Σ0). The surface Σ` formed by the rays passing through
the contour of Σ0 intersect the wave-front containing P determining a second wave-
front portion having area Σ. The closed surface made by the two wave-front sections
Σ0 and Σ plus the bunch of adjacent rays belonging to Σ` is known as ray tube
(or tube of flux). Applying the power conservation law to the ray tube in case of
vacuum, leads to the conclusion that the power coming into the tube across Σ0 must
be equal to the power outgoing through Σ.

FIGURE 3.2: Ray Tube.

The spreading factor (SF) of the wave in the point P with respect to the reference
point P0 is then defined in the following, where E indicates simply the electric field
and s the traveled path length:

Eq. 3.1

According to its definition, the SF relates the field amplitude in different point
along the ray. In particular, for every real case Σ0 ≤ Σ, corresponding to SF ≤
1, the spreading factor accounts for the reduction of the field amplitude along the
ray, due to the broadening of the wave-front area as the wave propagates into the
medium. In a lossless medium, every wave-front carries the same power, which
is distributed all over the wave-front surface. The larger the surface, the lower the
field (ray) intensity, in order that the same overall power is preserved. Of course, if
the medium is lossy, an additional intensity reduction is experienced along the rays,
accounting for the partial conversion of the electromagnetic energy into heat (e.g.
Joule effect). In a non-spherical case an infinitesimally narrow ray tube (as sketched
in Fig.3.3) is in general ”astigmatic”, meaning that rays bounding the infinitesimal
wave-front section dΣ0 don not meet at a single point. Rather, 4 different focal points
(C1-C4) can be highlighted, which furthermore determine 2 caustics (the lines C1C2
and C3C4). The distances of the reference point P0 from the caustics (ρ1 and ρ2 in
Fig.3.3) are the radii of curvature of the wave.
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FIGURE 3.3: Astigmatic Ray Tube.

The wave spreading factor can be then expressed as follows, in general:

Eq. 3.2

In the spherical case, ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ, being ρ the distance of the reference point
from the source: a spherical wave has just a single focus in its phase center, whereas
a plane wave has ρ1 = ρ2 = ∞, corresponding to SF = 1. This is physically sound,
since the wave-fronts do not widen out in space (Fig.3.1b) and therefore the field
amplitude does not change along the rays.

The previous considerations can be now collected all together in order to achieve
a complete expression for the field propagating along a ray in a homogeneous medium:

Eq. 3.3

The field in point P is parallel (in the sense of complex vectors) to the field in P0,
i.e. they share the same polarization, and the field amplitude in P is reduced by a
factor SF with respect to the amplitude in P0. The equation includes a further phase
relation, represented by the factor exp(−jβs): as the field propagates along the ray,
its phase undergoes a shift equal to ’−βs’, being s the traveled path length from P0
to P and β is the propagation phase constant (named also k0), equal to 2π/λ, Balanis
[60].
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In order to apply GPT in real scenarios natural and man-made objects/obstacles
need to be taken into account. Each object is usually assumed to be made of a homo-
geneous material, for sake of simplicity, and its electromagnetic properties are there-
fore taken into account by means of its (relative) electrical permittivity (ε) its (rela-
tive) magnetic permeability (µ) and its electrical conductivity (σ). In case of materi-
als with frequency-dispersive behavior, different values of these parameter should
be considered frequency-dependently (this could easily be the case of Above-6GHz
bands). Furthermore, each object is also assumed to be formed by a finite number
of flat-surface slab elements delimited by straight edges (Fig.3.4). The application of
GTP in presence of objects therefore requires to give solutions to the following two
issues: 1) change in the rays trajectories at the interfaces between different media;
2) assessment of the change (e.g. amplitude /phase/polarization) in the field value
produced by the interactions. Variations in both the rays path and the field value
depend of course on the kind of interaction, as depicted in Fig.3.4.

FIGURE 3.4: Propagation Mechanisms: Reflection, Refraction,
Diffraction and Scattering.

3.2 Propagation Mechanisms

Adopting a ray-based approach any complex interaction of the e.m. field can be
decomposed into 4 different propagation mechanisms: Reflection, Transmission /
Refraction, Diffraction and Scattering. Thanks to this concept of ’modularity’ of the
propagation mechanisms, deterministic ray-based models, as RT, are capable to han-
dle complicated propagation problems simply by tracing the rays which bounce in
the environment.

3.2.1 Reflection and Transmission

Reflection and Transmission or Refraction are usually treated together: reflection
means a mirror effect and transmission is related to the penetration through the
surface.

When a wave impinges on a flat, smooth surface, a reflected wave is generated
in the backward half-space, as in Fig.3.5.
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FIGURE 3.5: Reflection of light on smooth surface.

In particular, both the incident and the reflected rays belong to the same plane
(incidence plane), where the direction of reflection is related to the direction of inci-
dence through the well-known Snell law of reflection, Balanis [60]. The field value
on the reflected ray just after the reflection point (QR in Fig.3.6) can be related to
the incident field by means of a proper reflection coefficients (indicated with Γ in
Eq.3.4) given by the well-known Fresnel equations, Balanis [60]. It is worth remind-
ing that Fresnel coefficients need the knowledge of ε of the surface / object under
examination. In particular, analytical expressions for the reflection coefficients are
usually available for the TE polarization (incident and reflected electric field with
linear polarization perpendicular to the incidence plane) and the TM polarization
(incident and reflected electric field with linear polarization on the incidence plane).
The combination of the two components of the field is given, as it follows in Eq.3.4,
where Γ is the relative Fresnel reflection coefficient at the surface interface:

Eq. 3.4

FIGURE 3.6: Reflections and Refractions from an ideal e.m. source.
QR is the point of interaction with the surface.
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On the other hand, (Fig.3.6) the interaction between a wave (ray) and a smooth,
planar boundary produces also refraction (or transmission), meaning that part of the
incoming power can penetrate the interface between the two media going into the
forward half-space. The transmitted rays also belong to the incident plane, where
their direction is related to the angle of incidence through the well-known Snell law
of refraction and can be described by proper refraction (transmission) coefficients
(indicated with T in Eq.3.5) given by the well-known Fresnel equations, as well, Bal-
anis [60]. It is worth reminding again that Fresnel coefficients need the knowledge
of (ε) of the surface / object under examination.

Transmission through a single, planar boundary between lossless materials can
be computed through the Snell refraction coefficients, according to the power con-
servation law, as it follows:

Eq. 3.5

In case of lossy materials, part of the power can be dissipated inside the object
under examination. Thus, Fresnel equations need to be extended considering also
(σ) of the surface / object under examination, as shown by Balanis [60], Roy [61]
and Burnside [62], adding complexity to the Reflection and Transmission models, as
discussed in chapter (4).

Concerning Above 6GHz, the role of reflections (named also specular multipath
components (SMC)) is usually dominant in the multipath with respect to other prop-
agation mechanisms in terms of power, as described in chapter (5). On the con-
trary, the impact of transmission/refraction mechanism only is less significant at
cm/mmWaves due to the greater losses of penetration/attenuation, as described in
chapter (4). For example, a human body at 100MHz can be approximately consid-
ered transparent, whereas at 60GHz it has a significant impact attenuating up to
40dB the transmitted power.

3.2.2 Diffraction

When a wave (ray) impinges on a surface with curvature smaller than or even sim-
ilar to the wavelength, reflection/refraction no longer occur and diffraction is trig-
gered, instead. This is the case of items with edges, wedges and holes, and it is im-
portant to remark that the nature of diffraction depends on the relationship between
waves wavelength and the shape of the surface. First investigations on diffraction
can be attributed to Fresnel, who exploited the ’secondary source principle’ previ-
ously proposed by Huygens to model diffraction phenomena. Then Kirchhoff for-
malized the Fresnel empirical theory by means of the Maxwell equations. A geo-
metrical theory (GTD) was later formulated by Keller, and then improved by Kouy-
oumjian and Pathak [63], gathering everything into the Uniform Theory of Diffrac-
tion (UTD), as described by Lubbers [64], [65], [66]. Differently from simple reflec-
tion and refraction, diffraction mechanism produces an infinite number of diffracted
rays. According to GTD, in case of an edge the diffracted rays lay on the lateral sur-
face of the so called Keller cone, as in Fig.3.7. The diffracted field value in a generic
point in the space on the diffracted ray can be compute using diffraction coefficients
defined within the UTD [63], as well as Fresnel coefficients for reflections and trans-
mission.
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FIGURE 3.7: Diffracted rays according to Keller cone.

In real scenario diffraction Below-6GHz is a fundamental mechanism that helps
out the waves to overcome obstacles, as hills or buildings. As depicted in Fig.3.8,
when a link between a BS and mobile takes place in a street canyon, most of the
power could come from Over-Roof-Top (ORT) propagation thanks to the diffrac-
tion phenomenon, because the LOS path and other Below-Roof-Top (BRT) paths
are shadowed/blocked by buildings and crossroads, Bertoni [35]. Considering now
Above-6GHz bands, due to the shorter wavelength, this advantage is not valid any-
more and then diffraction becomes an unreliable and weak propagation mechanism,
as shown in chapter (5). At cm/mmWaves just turning around a building corner at
street level a 40dB drop both at 28GHz and 70GHz is experienced by the received
signal strength level, as reported by Rappaport [15], for example.

FIGURE 3.8: Example of Over-Roof-Top propagation in urban sce-
nario.
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3.2.3 Scattering

Nature of Diffuse Scattering

Besides Reflection, Transmission and Diffraction, an other mechanism is still miss-
ing, but rather important, overall for Above-6GHz: diffuse scattering (DS). For ex-
ample, let’s consider an external wall of an house: the outdoor surface is rough and
in the inner part has tubes or even concrete reinforcement pillars. If an object is not
flat and has no sharp edges, can anyway present rough and irregular surfaces in the
real world, differently from computer-aided design (CAD) models. Moreover, con-
sidering the volume of the objects we can observe also inner irregularities as grids,
pipes, panels or even different materials stacked together. All of these details cause
different e.m. waves interactions with respect to ”ideal” reflections, transmission or
diffraction, which can be gathered into a the wide category of scattering. Differently
from the well-known Radar-Cross-Section (RCS) used in radar field to estimate the
overall scattering of targets like missiles or ships, adopting a ray-based approach is
not straight-forward modelling the diffuse scattering, because DS is not a local mech-
anism (i.e. generated in a confined small region where the e.m. waves hit a given
surface, as well as for Reflections), but rather a ’distributed’ effect. Fig.3.9 shows in-
deed a qualitative microscopic view of scattered rays off a 2D random rough surface.
A given RX could collect many of those rays which rise in a random distributed way
from different sections (named dS in the following equations) of the whole surface.
This results then in a superimposition of a large number of micro-contributions, i.e.
with unknown, random phase value and polarization state, which are named com-
monly Dense Multipath Component (DMC), differently from SMC.

FIGURE 3.9: A qualitative representation of rays bouncing onto a
rough scattering surface.

Let’s think about cities digital map or CAD description of indoor places: we may
lack of important items like trees, rooftops, poles, chairs, furnishings objects. It is by
far remote the chance to have knowledge about the surfaces roughness or even the
volumes irregularities. Thus, for any available database describing a given scenario
there is a trade off between the cost and the reliability, limiting the applicability
of any scattering model. At Below-6GHz frequencies, DS can be in fact attributed
to the environmental clutter (e.g. the set of small items or building details) which is
rarely taken into account in scenario representations, since both the urban furnishing
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(outdoor) and the internal furniture (indoor) are often made of objects mainly acting
as scatterers rather than reflectors, due to their size small or equal to the wavelength.

The extension of this analysis to the cm/mmWaves is still an open issue requiring
further investigations, Pascual-Garcia [67]. On one hand, every material (including
walls and floors) appears rougher as the frequency increases, but on the other hand,
smaller penetration depths are experienced at higher frequencies. The former aspect
might contribute to enhance the scattering due to surface irregularities, whereas the
latter may lead to a reduction of the scattering effects related to volume unhomo-
geneities. Moreover, even small objects commonly not present in the input database
may behave as specular reflector at cm/mmWaves due to the smaller wavelength
and therefore could contribute also to SMC. Whether an increase or rather a re-
duction of DS is an issue hard to solve, especially because different results can be
obtained at different frequencies or different scenarios. Preliminary results are pro-
vided in the next chapters (4) and (5).

Scattering modelling

Three main ways are available today in literature to model the diffuse scattering
(Elfouhaily and Guerin [68] for more details): full-wave e.m. computational algo-
rithms, Kirchhoff Approach (KA) and finally Effective Roughness (ER):

• Full-Wave approach: full-wave simulators are the most accurate solutions to
model scattering once the exact details about the shape and the material of
an object are known and digitally reproduced. With partial or no information
about the object geometry it is impossible to use these algorithms by default.
However, a big advantage of these algorithms is represented by the possibility
to compute both near and far fields with no approximations.

• Kirchhoff Approach: as illustrated by Beckmann and Spizzichino [69], Harvey
[70], Didascalou [71], Ding [72], Ouattara [73], the Kirchhoff Approach (KA)
is a well-known method to model scattering of rough interface based on Hel-
moltz integral under some assumptions about the analyzed object. First of all,
an estimate of the surface roughness must be available numerically. Usually
a Gaussian distribution is assumed for walls. Secondly the surface should be
”smoothly rough”, without very sharp points or lines. The Kirchhoff approxi-
mation requires that the curvature radii of the surface must be large compared
with the wavelength. However, as shown in Fig.3.10, approximating the sur-
face locally with tangent planes it is possible to obtain the scattered field ana-
lytically in the far field. Many improved versions of this approach are known
in literature as described by Ogilvy in [74] and offer good results within the
region of validity of the assumptions, Jansen [75].
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FIGURE 3.10: KA tangent plane computation. The z = ζ(x, y) is the
2D function describing the height of the surface.

• Effective Roughness approach: as illustrated by Degli-Esposti initially in [76],[77],
then in [78],[79],[80],[81], and moreover in [82],[83], a valid alternative is rep-
resented by the Effective Roughness (ER) method, invented and developed at
University of Bologna, by the research group I am belonging to. This physically-
sound method is worldwide recognized as meaningful to model scattering,
even though is not especially supported by strong theoretical groundings, but
rather specifically conceived to be easily included into ray-tracing tools. ER
approach aims at providing a scattering model based on a small set of pa-
rameters, which can be tuned with flexibility, as shown in chapter (4). As in
Fig.3.11, ER model basically assumes that part of the power carried by a wave-
front impinging on a surface is partly scattered in other directions rather than
the specular direction at the expense of the reflected / transmitted power. As
well as in reality, ER model unifies Reflection / Transmission and Scattering
mechanisms, irrespective to the actual scattering causes, as surface or volume
irregularities.

In details, the overall amount of scattered power can be set through a proper
scattering coefficients defined as SR for backward space and ST for forward
space. The scattering parameter and the scattering pattern may be in general
different in the backward half space and in the forward half space, especially
for thick slabs due to inner composition. Regarding the scattering pattern, sev-
eral studies have proved that a single-lobe (directive) pattern centered on the
direction of the specular reflection / transmission is often the best representa-
tion, Mani [84] [85] , Fuschini [86] and Vitucci [87].
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FIGURE 3.11: ER model scattering lobes in backward/forward half-
spaces.

FIGURE 3.12: ER Scattering model with angles details.

In fact, in Fig.3.12, ri and rs are the lengths of the incident and of the scattered
rays respectively, θi and θr are the angle of incidence and of reflection and, then,
ψR is the angle between the direction of the reflected wave and the scattering
direction (i.e. θs).

The power density (indicated with p in terms of W/m2) of DS contributions
are proportional to the scattering coefficients SR and ST, related to the overall
amount of diffused power, as shown in Eq.3.6. Since DS occurs at the expenses
of specular reflection and transmission, a proper reduction factor must be ap-
plied to reduce reflection/transmission coefficients, in order to preserve the
overall power balance, [79].
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Eq. 3.6

For sake of completeness, the power density of the scattered field in the back-
ward half-space along θs is reported in equation 3.7, where the exponent αR is
the parameter related to the width of the scattering lobe, Γ is the Fresnel reflec-
tion coefficient at the surface interface and S is simply the SR parameter. See
Degli-Esposti [78], [76],[77], for further details.

Eq. 3.7

Recapping, all the ER model parameters are listed in Table 3.1 in the following:

TABLE 3.1: Effective Roughness parameters.

Symbol Explanation

SR coefficient related to the percentage of scattering power in the backward space
αR coefficient related to the beam-width of scattering lobe in the backward space
ST coefficient related to the percentage of scattering power in the forward space
αT coefficient related to the beam-width of scattering lobe in the forward space

κx pol coefficient related to the polarization decoupling of scattering power

According to some experimental investigations at Below-6GHz, SR can range
between 0.2 and 0.4 in rural and sub-urban environments, while values up to
0.6 have been achieved in scenarios with complex building structures. Typical
values for αR range between 2 and 4, corresponding to overall satisfactory pre-
diction accuracy with respect to narrowband and wideband comparison with
measured data. An assessment at 70 GHz in chapter (4) shows that backscat-
tering from a brick wall seems slightly richer at mmWaves than Below-6GHz,
with an upper bound for αR values that can increase up to 6. Finally, an addi-
tional parameter (κx pol) has been included in the ER model in order to approx-
imately take into account the depolarizing effect due to the unknown causes
of DS. Its value basically sets the amount of power transferred into the orthog-
onal polarization state (see Eq.3.4) after a scattering interaction, Degli-Esposti
[88]: κx pol = 0 means that polarization is perfectly preserved, κx pol = 0.5 that
the power is equally split between the co-polar and cross-polar components,
and κx pol = 1 that the power would be totally transferred to the cross-polar
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component. Generally, κx pol usually ranges between 0.0 and 0.2 in outdoor
environment. On the contrary, κx pol values up to 0.5 are achieved in typical
office and laboratory environments. Novel values of κx pol for cm / mmWaves
can be found in chapter (4).

3.3 Ray Tracing

Ray Tracing/Launching (RT/RL) are advanced software which belong to the cate-
gory of ray-based deterministic models, which rely on ray approximation and on
GTP to represent the propagating field as a set of rays, implementing all the prop-
agation mechanisms seen before in order to model the radio channel in a digitized
scenario. RT models were initially applied to optical propagation problems and only
in the early ‘90 applied to RF for field prediction in urban environments, especially
for coverage purposes. Today RT represents much more than a good solution to
provide accurate, site-specific field prediction and multidimensional characteriza-
tion of the radio propagation channel in the time and space domains, as shown by
Degli-Esposti [79], Vitucci [87] [89] and Fuschini [41].

3.3.1 Inputs

The inputs of RT are the most important information upon which the final radio
channel prediction results rely, because the possible RT outcome flaws may derive
from missing and/or erroneous input data, rather than errors in the physical propa-
gation ”engine”, based on GPT. Then it is worth focusing attention on the sensitivity
to inputs for the scenario description, as shown by Nix [90] for Below-6GHz in urban
scenario.

As input, a digital description of the environment refers to both its geometrical
and electromagnetic properties, named uniquely as RT database. The geometrical
description concerns the shape, the dimension and the position of each object in-
side the environment. These data are often stored into a proper digital environment
database in ’vectorial’ or ’raster’ files which feed the model as input file, as sketched
in Fig.3.13 (2D top view)) and 3.14 (3D side view). In these raw figures, it is possible
to observe the details of the digital RT database of a small office, as explained in
chapters (5) and (7). An example of double-bounce reflection ray (e.g. second order
reflection) is plotted from TX2 to RX4, for example.
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FIGURE 3.13: The 3D small office RT description: top view.

FIGURE 3.14: The 3D small office RT description: side view.

Secondly, the electromagnetic description of the environment requires to asso-
ciate each object to the proper values of complex electric permittivity, so that its elec-
tromagnetic behavior can be computed. A full description can be found in chapter
(4).

An other input for RT are the antennas which play a significant role Above-
6GHz, as stated before. As documented by Gil [91] or Petrita[92], starting from 2D
antennas description (e.g. datasheets usually include E-plane and H-plane radiation
patterns), it is easy to create 3D pattern thanks to interpolation, and then feed the
information to the RT. Unfortunately, the reconstructed 3D pattern in the volume ex-
ternal to the main beam may lack of accuracy, neglecting the presence of secondary
lobes and/or mistaken the gain or polarization. This aspect is overall important for
interference evaluation, as discussed in chapter (7).
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Finally, in RT algorithms the positions of both the source (TX) and the destination
(RX) need to be specified from the beginning of each prediction step. Also this point
could represent a source of error, comparing RT results with on-field measurements,
especially with moving terminals.

3.3.2 RT Engine

Given a TX-RX pair the main problem of RT algorithm is how to find all possible
trajectories of rays undergoing up to a maximum number of bounces, which are
compliant with GTP geometric rules and therefore are expected to correspond to
existing propagating paths. Efficient algorithms must be adopted because the ray-
search task is computationally very intensive and the number of rays to be found can
be in the order of millions. The visibility concept and the corresponding visibility
tree are usually adopted.

As a first step, the environment is decomposed into a set of objects such as polyg-
onal walls, straight edges, or parts of them. Rays are assumed to propagate along
straight lines in free space and to bounce on objects according to reflection, diffrac-
tion or scattering interactions. If objects are assumed penetrable rays can also prop-
agate through them. Visibility is the potential existence of an unobstructed radio
propagation path between two objects according to a given kind of interaction, as in
Fig.3.15.

FIGURE 3.15: Visibility regions for different cases.

The RT algorithm arranges all the objects in a database containing all the visi-
bility relationships among them, usually known as ”visibility tree”. Starting from
the root of the tree, corresponding to the transmitter (TX), the visibility tree is built
according to a recursive procedure: the first layer contains all the objects (or part of
them) that can be seen directly from the TX and, in general, the n-th layer contains
the objects that can be seen from those belonging to the (n-1)-th layer. In particu-
lar, objects are stored in the tree by means of proper ”virtual transmitter” (VTx) (see
Fig.3.15(a)). For example, the first-order reflection VTx is defined as the symmetric
point (image) of the real TX with respect to the surface plane, according to the im-
age ray tracing approach, Bertoni [35]. The visibility can be performed practically
through the Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) algorithm, Glassner [93].
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The next step is the selection of the rays that satisfy the requirements and the ex-
act determination of the interaction points, meaning that the visibility tree must be
climbed up in order to determine the exact interactions points, in a so-called back-
tracking procedure, assessing the real rays trajectories.

3.3.3 DS model implementation

Moving on, it is noticeable to remark that the embedding of Diffuse Scattering (in
particular ER model) into ray-based model as RT is a sensitive task requiring addi-
tional algorithms to manage the radically different nature of DS mechanisms with re-
spect to Reflection, Transmission and Diffraction. Thus, DS can strongly increase the
actual computation time of simulations. However, several studies, Mani, [85], [86],
highlighted that wideband multidimensional prediction capability of deterministic
channel models can be improved using properly tuned DS models. With reference
to the RT model used in this work, a Ray Launching (RL) approach is used to imple-
ment DS indeed, based on rays launched from the transmitter with a discrete angle
step. Each ray is representative of a ray tube of given angular aperture, and thus,
the field is assumed constant over the cross section of the ray tube (see Fig. 3.2).
Therefore, an angular/spatial discretization is assumed, which limits prediction ac-
curacy. As compensation, ray launching is more CPU-time efficient than image-RT
algorithms for prediction over vast areas or volumes.

The adopted ER model requires the proper subdivision of each surface element
in smaller ”tiles”. Several rays are launched from each TX/RX according to a preset
angular discretization, and the scattering tiles are then identified as the intersection
between the launched beams and the objects inside the scenario. The area of each
tile is related to the angular discretization and to the distance from the ray source. A
new VTx is then placed at the center of each scattering tile, and the visibility process
is then repeated as if it were a new real transmitter.

With the rapid development of graphics hardware in the recent years, new solu-
tions have been proposed to exploit the high computing power and large memory
bandwidth of GP-GPU, as the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) by
NVIDIA®, widely derived from the computer graphics field, where ray tracing is
differently used for rendering of images/videos for games. Due to the massive par-
allelization capabilities of GP-GPU, considerable reduction in computation time of
ray tracing/ray launching simulations can be obtained especially when the GPU-
based implementation is combined with efficient shouting and bouncing ray algo-
rithms like BSP or kd-tree, Petrin [94]: speedups of 2.5X for over-rooftop predic-
tions and up to 160X for predictions in urban street canyons are reported, with re-
spect to simulations carried out with a standard ray launching algorithm. In full-3-D
ray/tube tracing simulations, average reduction factors of 30 times in computation
time can be obtained, as reported by Yubo [95].

3.3.4 Field Computation

Finally, the e.m. received field is built up summing properly, in terms of amplitude
and phase, the contributes of all the computed rays, according to the RT setting used.
The e.m. field of the k-th ray is outlined in Eq.3.8 below, where: Nk

b is the number of
bounces experienced by the k-th ray, s`k is the length of the `-th segment composing
the k-ray, sk is the total unfolded length of the k-ray, D` is the appropriate dyadic
to decompose the field into the two orthogonal polarization (e.g. TE and TM) at
the `-th interaction point including the interactions coefficients (Eq.3.4), SFk is the
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overall spreading factor experienced by the k-th ray (Eq.3.2), NR is total number
of received rays, ET0

k is the field at a reference distance of 1m from the TX in the
direction of departure of the k-th ray, the pair (θk

T, φk
T) are the departure angles

of the considered k-th ray in the TX-based local coordinate system and e−jsk
is the

phase factor. See Balanis [60], [51] for further details.

Eq. 3.8

If the signal at RX side is required at the antenna port, then it is necessary to
take into account its pattern and polarization. Then the current phasor Ik

R induced
at the RX antenna port by the k-th ray can be computed as in Eq.3.9, where: YAR =
1/ZAS is the admittance of the receiving antenna, the pair (θk

R, φk
R) are the arrival

angles of the considered k-th ray in the RX-based local coordinate system, pR is the
polarization vector, Ek

R is the received field and gR is the RX antenna gain function.

Eq. 3.9

3.3.5 Outputs

Besides predicting radio coverage, RT is naturally valuable to evaluate the multi-
path propagation providing all possible multidimensional results: time, angle and
frequency dispersion, Angle of Departure (AOD) and Arrival (AOA), cross and co-
polarization decoupling, MIMO coefficients, paths trajectories and so on. One of the
important advantage of RT is that the e.m. fields is modeled as a set of rays (which
have a null transverse spatial dimension) at a single frequency, and therefore RT can
potentially provide outputs with a ”zero-spatio-temporal” resolution, easily com-
parable with any kind of measurements, using proper post-processing. Moreover,
compared to SCM models used for Monte Carlo NLS simulations with nodes/users
dropping, RT preserves naturally the spatial consistency of results thanks to GPT,
leading to meaningful outcomes regardless of the location of the RXs.

3.4 Ray Tracing Above-6GHz Summary

Let’s summarize the pros of RT for the radio channel characterization and investiga-
tion Above-6GHz:

• frequency-agility: considering the whole frequencies from 500MHz to 100GHz,
the RT is a valid channel model candidate for channel modeling both Below-
and Above-6GHz because it is more flexible than others models based on mea-
surements.
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• scenario-independent: RT is a radio channel model independent from the kind
and the size of scenario because based on the e.m. theory (e.g. GTP / UTD)
which is valid everywhere. Nevertheless the only limits are set by the inputs
availability, as database or antenna information.

• spatial analysis predisposition: RT is naturally suitable to evaluate the spatial
characteristics of radio channel, especially to assess BF and MIMO, thanks to
ray concept.

• results accuracy and speed: considering future wireless systems Above-6GHz
with short-medium range links (i.e. scenario have a limited size) and also the
wide availability of high-speed computers with GP-GPU (e.g. NVIDIA®CUDA),
RT has become today an efficient and fast tool, providing accurate results in a
short time, as well as other popular models.
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Chapter 4

Item-Level Characterization
Above-6GHz

Since the radio multipath is caused by the different interactions between the matter
(environment) and the e.m. fields (which carry the information), it is actually es-
sential to characterize the e.m. properties of the materials which objects and items
are made of. The data available for e.m. parameters in literature concerns mainly
Below-6GHz bands limiting the applications of deterministic channel models as RT
Above-6GHz, consequently. Using fundamental e.m. parameters as electric permit-
tivity (ε = εRε0 where εR = ε′ and ε0 = 8.85 ∗ 1012F/m), magnetic permeability (µ)
and electric conductivity (σ) it is possible to model the interactions of e.m. waves
(Balanis [60]). Considering the smaller wavelength Above-6GHz, in the following
are presented two new experimental methods to characterize electromagnetically in-
door objects and pieces of furnishing. With this ”item-level” perspective we are able
to essentially to provide valid input data to ray-based tools, at cm/mmWaves, and
then, to obtain reliable radio channel predictions, as outlined in chapter (5) ,where
an entire office is considered as testing scenario.

4.1 A Method for the Electromagnetic Characterization of Con-
struction Materials Based on Fabry-Perot Resonance

4.1.1 Introduction

Several methods for measuring the complex permittivity of materials have been de-
veloped over the years, Salous [96], Afsar [97], Venkatesh [98]. Each method being
suitable for specific frequency ranges, material types and applications. The most
popular methods can be classified into four groups, (see Agilent [99] and Rhode-
andSchwarz [100], for further details):

• 1) Transmission/reflection line methods [101];

• 2) Open ended coaxial probe methods[102];

• 3) Resonant methods [103];

• 4) Free space methods [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [110];

It is worth noting that construction materials are often coarse compound materi-
als (e.g. concrete, asphalt, bricks, etc.) heavily exposed to humidity and temperature
changes, showing large variability between different samples, so that an accurate
characterization is hardly possible. Also simplicity and speed of execution are im-
portant features for a good characterization method of construction materials. For
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these reasons free space methods 4) are the most commonly used methods at radio
frequencies. Such methods allow the estimation of average or effective electromag-
netic parameters of compound materials, which would be difficult or impossible to
measure using smaller-scale methods. Potential problems are the presence of un-
wanted multipath propagation and the need for complex calibration procedures,
since the absolute value of the complex reflection and transmission coefficients is
commonly measured. Moreover, conventional free-space material characterization
approaches usually need multiple measurements for different incidence/reception
angles and the use of complex maximum-likelihood parameter determination (opti-
mization) methods.

Since most construction materials are available into slab form (e.g. walls, plas-
terboard, wooden boards, glass, etc.) a measurement technique ([111]) is proposed
on the basis of the Fabry-Perot resonance of the material slab: a well known phe-
nomenon that is particularly evident when a large enough bandwidth is considered.
Instead of performing multiple measurements on a material sample for different
incidence/reception angles, wide measurement bandwidth are exploited to extract
the same information from the difference between adjacent resonance frequencies
using a simple setup. Roughly, a bandwidth of 1 or 2GHz should be enough to
highlight more than two resonance peaks and dips and to apply the method in most
cases: over such a bandwidth the complex permittivity of construction materials at
frequencies Above-6GHz is generally constant. Methods based on a similar back-
ground have been proposed in the literature to determine the dielectric constant of
microcrystalline liquids and gases or other materials mainly used in optical and elec-
tronic devices, [112], [113], [114], [115]. However, such methods make use of mirrors
to implement a Fabry-Perot resonator beforehand to determine material parame-
ters from the changes in the resonance frequencies caused by the material insertion.
This would be difficult to be implemented at radio frequencies over large-scale con-
struction material samples. Therefore, the mirror-less resonance of the material slab
itself is used herein instead. Unlike other free-space methods, the slab frequency
response pattern is directly observed in this method, and therefore the need for cali-
bration using reference material samples, i.e. metal plates, is eliminated. Moreover,
the determination of the real part of the permittivity of low-loss materials is virtually
decoupled from that of the imaginary part and therefore the parameter determina-
tion procedure is simpler. This is a big advantage.

4.1.2 The method based on Fabry-Perot Resonance

If a plane wave impinges on an infinite lossless dielectric slab a resonant phenomenon
takes place due to the series of waves undergoing multiple reflections - and trans-
missions - within the slab (see Fig.4.1):
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FIGURE 4.1: Graphical representation of the field ”ping-pong” effect
inside a thick slab, due to multiple reflections and transmission of a

plane wave.

The effect can be formally described using the Fabry-Perot interferometer model:
resonant conditions corresponding to minima of slab reflectivity and maxima of
transmittivity, occur for:

Eq. 4.1

where δ is the phase difference between each successive transmitted path at the
medium-air interfaces, which is equal to:

Eq. 4.2

where k0 = 2 π / λ0 is free space wavenumber, and the rest of the right hand-side
term is the excess optical path of each wave bounce, where εR is the relative dielectric
permittivity of the medium, w is slab width and θt is the refraction angle (Snell law).
Using the above equations, εR can be extracted as a function of the distance between
two adjacent resonant frequencies ∆f , as in Eq.4.3 (where c is the speed of light):

Eq. 4.3

Therefore by measuring the reflectivity of the slab for a given incidence angle θi
over a wide enough bandwidth to show at least a couple of resonance notches (see
Fig.4.2), the frequency-distance between two adjacent notches ∆f can be derived and
εR estimated through (Eq.4.3) with a single measurement shot. Of course ∆f must
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be small enough to assume εR constant over it, otherwise the average value of εR
over the ∆f window could be estimated. The slab thickness w must be large enough
to keep ∆f low given εR, as shown in (Eq.4.3). A thickness of a few centimeters is
enough for most materials.

Formula (Eq.4.3) can be used also for low-loss materials, where εR = ε′ − jε′′

with ε′ � ε′′ (i.e. ε′′ = σ/(2π f ε0)) with σ the material conductivity [S/m]), which
include the vast majority of building construction materials, approximately. To show
this, the plane-wave series formula of a slab reflection coefficient, derived in Orfani-
dis [116], is used equivalently to Fabry-Perot model, but for lossy media. Such a
formula is shown below for the case of normal incidence for simplicity:

Eq. 4.4

FIGURE 4.2: Reflection coefficient |Γ( f )| module versus frequency,
for different conductivity (σ) values., with θt = 0 °and ε′ = 7.

where Γ1 is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at the air-medium interface and κ′ =
β′ − jα′ is the propagation constant of the slab material. By expanding the terms
in (Eq.4.4) that depend on εR in a Taylor series under the low-loss assumption and
truncating them at first order it is possible to show that the resonance frequencies of
(Eq.4.4) do not change with respect to the lossless case. This is also shown in Fig.4.2
where Γ( f ) is plotted versus frequency for a material with ε′ = 7, for example: it
is evident that the resonance dips do not appreciably change their position with the
conductivity σ, even when σ is equal to 0.15 S/m, i.e. at the limit of the low-loss
condition case.

Therefore, the parameters of low-loss materials can be determined as follows:

• a) ε′ is estimated using (Eq.4.3);
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• b) ε′ is inserted into formula (Eq.4.4), or the equivalent formula for a generic
incidence angle θi;

• c) ε′′ (or σ) is determined by optimizing its value in (Eq.4.4) (or in the equiva-
lent formula) for best match between the measured and computed |Γ( f )| over
the considered bandwidth.

Since the last step c) can be difficult due to peaky shape of Γ( f ) with narrow re-
flectivity dips, ε′′ can be determined using instead the plane-wave series expression
for the transmission coefficient, derived from the corresponding formula, under the
assumption that the two media before and after the slab are the same:

Eq. 4.5

The transmission coefficient from (Eq4.5) is used for step c) in the following,
indeed. Since reflection or transmission coefficients for inhomogeneous materials
such as wood often do not show such a clean and regular trend versus frequency
as shown in Fig.4.2, it is necessary to use caution when estimating ∆f (step a)) or
matching the measured and simulated coefficients (step c)). Spectral analysis using
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the measured Γ( f ) can be used to estimate ∆f,
while careful visual matching or graphical curve fitting techniques such as least-
squares methods can be used for step c).

4.1.3 Measurement Setup and Examples

Measurements have been performed in a common medium-size room using two
vertically polarized, wideband horn antennas with a gain of 15 to 18dBi connected
with an Anritsu 37397D Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The bandwidth is 8GHz
from 7.5GHz to 15.5GHz with a frequency step of 5MHz. All the set-up (e.g. VNA,
cables and antennas) has been SOLT calibrated with Coaxial CalKit Maury 3.5mm
8050J. The antennas (Fig.4.3) have been positioned on their pedestal at a height of 20
cm over the measurement table and at a distance of 30cm from the Material Under
Test (MUT) to ensure far field conditions. The antennas -6dB lobe footprints are
always contained within the front surface of the different MUT.
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FIGURE 4.3: Measurement antennas specifications.

FIGURE 4.4: 0° Transmission upon the chipboard wood slab.
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FIGURE 4.5: 0° Transmission upon the thick wood slab.

FIGURE 4.6: 0° Transmission upon the marble slab.
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FIGURE 4.7: 15° Reflection upon the sandstone slab.

FIGURE 4.8: 60° Reflection upon the paper sheets block.

As in Fig.4.7, an absorber is used to block the direct path (cross-talk) between an-
tennas during reflection measurements, which may corrupt results. Reflection mea-
surements do not need to be calibrated because the goal is not to estimate the actual
complex reflection coefficient, but only to extract the ∆f of the slab resonance. Trans-
mission measurements must be performed by comparing the frequency response
with and without the MUT for the same setup. All measurements are performed
easily in one single shot without the need of multiple measurements for different
incidence/reception angles that would require rotating positioners. Of course room
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reflections must be kept low enough to minimize their effects, i.e. spurious multi-
path fading ripple, on the measurements. Measurements are reproducible with very
small spread between different measurement sessions on the same sample.

Several MUT slabs have been tested: grey sandstone, yellow-Sahara marble,
pine wood, paper stack, medium density chipboard. All slabs have smooth sur-
faces (at considered frequencies), a thickness from 2 to 4cm and dimensions of at
least 60x40 cm, sufficient to minimize border effects. Measured and best-fit re-
flected/transmitted received powers (proportional to reflection and transmission
coefficients modules) for the grey sandstone slab are shown in Fig.4.9. Antennas
and noise have been carefully de-embedded from experimental data.

FIGURE 4.9: Perfect matching between measured and best-fit theo-
retical reflectivity (in red, with θi = 45°) and trasmittivity (in blue)

versus frequency for the grey sandstone slab.

Theory and measurements appear to agree very well. Resonant notches are very
evident for |Γ( f )| (see Eq.4.4), while the transmission coefficient is less bumpy. Other
materials such as pine wood, probably due to the wood veins and nodes do not show
a so regular behavior, but ∆f extraction and transmission matching have still been
possible.

While ε′ is very stable over the considered bandwidth (∆f is constant over the
whole bandwidth in Fig.4.9, ε′′ is not as the measured transmittivity appears to be
slowly decreasing with f. For this reason the bandwidth has been split in two and
parameters estimation is performed separately for the two sub-bands, as shown in
Table 4.1, where ε′ and σ for different materials and for both sub-bands are reported.
Results for θi = 15 °and θi = 45 °are almost the same (as they should) for all cases
and therefore results are reported for both angles for sandstone, while only results
for θi = 45 °are shown otherwise.
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Table 4.1: estimated ε′ and σ values. ITU-suggested values are re-
ported in italic for reference.

Estimates derived using frequency-dependent formulas proposed by ITU [117],
for the same materials and center-band frequencies are reported in Table 4.1 for refer-
ence: considering the great variability of construction material characteristics, even
for the same kind of material, the agreement is surprisingly good. More generally,
values reported in Table 4.1 are in good agreement with values reported in the liter-
ature for similar materials and frequencies (see Table 4.5 in the end of the chapter).
Permittivity does not change between the two frequency bands considered, while
conductivity appears to increase with frequency for all materials except for marble,
in agreement with the frequency-dependent formula suggested by ITU.

4.2 Item level characterization of mm-wave indoor propaga-
tion

4.2.1 Introduction

The ”item level” characterization is now extended to mmWaves ([118]) and to entire
objects, including in the evaluation the scattering parameters (as touched upon in
chapter (3)) in order to achieve a fine tuning of the indoor RT, also. In details, the
e.m. scattering properties of several, different items (as listed in Table 4.2) have
been investigated at 70GHz by means of measurements with Channel Sounder, in an
anechoic chamber. The final goal is to assess whether and how such objects should
be taken into account in the description of the propagating scenario in order to get
reliable RT predictions at mmWaves (see chapter (5)). Moreover, the suitability of
a single-lobe scattering model already adopted at lower frequency to describe also
mm-Waves scattering patterns is assessed.
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Table 4.2: Short description of the Object-Under-Test (OUT)

4.2.2 Experimental Setup and Measurement Description

In order to measure the scattering patterns of different common indoor items (see
Table 4.2), an ad-hoc positioning arrangement has been developed and set up in-
side an anechoic chamber. Measurements have been conducted with a 70GHz dual-
polarized ultra-wideband multichannel sounder (DP-UMCS), developed at TU Il-
menau, Mueller [119]. It consists of up/down-converters supported by an UWB CS
based on a M-Sequence radar chip-set. A single clock generator (fc = 6.75GHz) was
used, and the clock signal was distributed via cable to CS transmitter and receiver
in order to minimize synchronization misalignment. The measurement system is
sketched in Fig.4.10.

FIGURE 4.10: Channel Sounder schematic.

The baseband UWB stimulus signal is a periodic M-Sequence (spread spectrum
signal), generated by 12-stage digital shift register. The impulse response duration
is 606nsec and features a bandwidth of 6.75GHz. According to the sub-sampling
frequency of fc/512, a scan rate of about 1600 complex impulse responses per sec-
ond is achieved with a time resolution ~0.15 nsec. The frequency range covers the
baseband (0 to 3.5GHz) and (3.5 to 10.5GHz). Up/down converters are used to reach
the measurement band of 71-77GHz. A PA at the TX provides a 1-dB compression
point of 30 dBm to overcome cables attenuation. In order to avoid saturation effects
at the RX, the transmitting power was attenuated to nearly 0dBm. Low noise ampli-
fiers (LNA) at the receiver stage feature a gain of 20dB. Conical horn antennas with
approximately 20dBi gain and 15 °HPBW were used. Because the DP-UMCS RX
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features two receiving channels, two orthogonal polarizations can be measured in
parallel. Therefore, the system is capable to measure full polarimetric information.

Basically, each object under test (OUT in the following) was mounted on a rotat-
ing plate upon a solid positioner platform scanning all azimuthal angles with 5 step
of resolution. The TX was located in a fixed position 2.2 meter apart from the OUT
center, whereas the RX was attached at a distance of 0.4 meter on a metallic arm
jointly united with the rotational block, thus keeping a constant orientation towards
the OUT center, see Fig.4.11.

FIGURE 4.11: Experimental setup deployed in the anechoic chamber.

Both the metallic arm and the receiver module have been covered with absorb-
ing panel, in order to shield as much as possible backscattering contributions not di-
rectly coming from the OUT. For each object, the measurements have been repeated
with different tilt angles between the RX and the OUT (Fig.4.12), by manually turn-
ing the OUT of 0°, 30°, 45°, and 60°over the rotating table. According to the antenna
HPBW value, the RX-OUT distance has been fixed in order to keep the main radi-
ation footprint well included into the OUT surface, thus reducing possible border
effects.
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FIGURE 4.12: Explanation of the measurement rotational set-up.

4.2.3 Analysis of results

Table 4.2 describes the considered OUT in terms of geometrical dimensions and ma-
terials. The list includes a piece of brick wall as the fundamental item involved
in almost all indoor and outdoor urban scenarios and a set of rather common ob-
jects, usually located in offices or residential places. The main properties of the
electromagnetic scattering generated by the considered OUT when illuminated by a
mmWaves radio signal are investigated in the following.

4.2.4 Analysis of measurement: Penetration Losses

A summary of the average measured penetration losses for the different objects is
reported in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: measured obstruction loss and XPD values for different
OUTs.
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In agreement with literature, the results confirm that mmWaves undergo higher
attenuation with respect to lower frequencies: the comparison between the values
in Table 4.3 and the results shown in Pena [120] suggests that brick wall penetration
loss may increase up to a factor 5 if the frequency is moved from 1 to 70GHz. The PC
monitor, probably due to some inner metallic layers and/or components, produces
the heaviest obstruction. However, almost all the OUT exhibit a specific attenuation
at least equal to ~1 dB/cm.

4.2.5 Analysis of measurement: De-Polarization

In order to assess the item impact on signal polarization, the cross-polar discrimina-
tion (XPD) values have been extracted from the measured data and are reported in
the last column of Table 4.3. The XPD is defined as the ratio between the received
powers in co- and cross-polarized configurations, Degli-Esposti [88]. Without OUT,
the XPD is solely determined by antenna cross-polarization isolation (XPI), that is of-
ten rather good within the antenna main radiation lobe (23dB), but it may strongly
decrease outside. In order to avoid that the XPD evaluation is shadowed by the poor
antenna XPI for some line of sight (LOS) RX locations, a proper time gating has been
therefore applied to the impulsive responses to remove the LOS contribution from
the co and cross-polarized received power values. The overall XPD has been eval-
uated for each item by averaging over all azimuth angles and over different OUT
tilts.

The XPD for the brick wall is almost 11dB less than antenna discrimination level,
meaning that the item presence introduces an evident de-polarization effect, increas-
ing cross-pol components at RX side. This consideration can be extended to all the
OUT, since XPD values are always much lower than the antenna XPI. It is worth
noticing that the mean XPD values may provide an evaluation of the only overall
depolarization effects due to the item presence, without any thorough insight into
the corresponding physical reasons, which can be different for the different OUTs.
This is for instance highlighted in Fig.4.13, where the XPD values are represented
against the different antenna positions for the PC monitor and the wooden panel,
assuming an OUT tilt equal to 45°.

FIGURE 4.13: Cross-Polarization differences: monitor versus wooden
panel with 45°of tilt angle.

The monitor XPD is clearly much lower over almost all the forward half-space
(-45 °< α <135 °in Fig.4.13), where transmissions and forward scattering take place.
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This might be due to the different inner composition of the two OUTs, and in par-
ticular, the electronic components inside the monitor with dimension comparable to
the wavelength may produce some de-polarization effects much greater than those
determined by the wood fibers of the panel.

The situation is basically reversed in the backward half-space (α > 135 °and
α < −45 °in Fig.4.13), where reflection and backscattering occur; both the OUT have
similar and quite high XPD (>15dB) around the directions of specular reflections
(~-90 °), whereas far from it the wooden panel exhibits a much lower XPD with re-
spect to the monitor. Apart from specular reflection, backscattering from the wooden
panel is mainly caused by its surface roughness; due to its somehow random nature,
some cross-polarization coupling can be expected. On the contrary, backscattering
from the monitor seems weaker due to surface roughness (since the screen and the
plastic on the rear side appear smoother than the wood surface) and rather deter-
mined by signal diffractions on several wedges present especially on the rear side.
Since TX and RX are placed at the same height, the polarization can be expected
unchanged after diffraction on the vertical edges, thus contributing to increase the
XPD.

If the XPD values are now averaged over the whole angular range, the differences
between the OUTs pointed out in the backward half-space are counterbalanced by
those in the forward half-space and similar overall XPD are therefore achieved. As
argued, this does not mean the PC monitor and the wooden panel affect the polar-
ization of the propagating signal exactly in the same way. Differences between the
tested items, not always fully characterized through the mean XPD values, are better
highlighted in Fig.4.14, where the XPD cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are
represented.

FIGURE 4.14: Comparison between XPD CDFs of the different items.

4.2.6 Analysis of measurement: 2D Scattering patterns

Moreover, the scattering patterns (similarly to RCS plots) have also been obtained for
the different items from the measurement data, as shown in Fig.4.15 and Fig.4.16.
LOS contributions have been again removed, in order to achieve a more reliable
representation of the actual scattering patterns without the antennas influence. In
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particular, the absolute received powers over the entire angular range [-180°, +175°]
for the brick wall in different tilt angles configurations are shown in Fig.4.15: there
are lobes around the reflection angles, around +120°for 30°tilt, +90°for 45°tilt, and
+60°for 60°tilt, respectively.

FIGURE 4.15: 360 °Wall scattering for different angles of tilt. Legend
is on the top.

The main effect of backward diffuse scattering is seized in the angular width of
the lobes, always equal nearly to 20°. Looking at the angles from 0°to 90°, evident
transmissions lobes are clearly not present and forward scattering appears rather
uniformly distributed in space. A possible explanation may refer to the volume
unhomogeneities represented by the brick structure holes, which could contribute
to scatter the energy as the radio wave penetrates the wall.

The scattering patterns of some OUT are compared in Fig.4.16.
It is evident that the wooden panel (green color in Fig.4.16) behaves rather differ-

ently from the other OUT, since it exhibits the narrower radiation lobe in the back-
ward half-space and is the only item showing a clear scattering lobe also in the for-
ward half-space. This seems rather consistent with its physical properties: despite a
slight surface roughness and some inner unhomogeneities represented by the wood
fibers, the wooden panel seems in fact the smoother and the more homogeneous
among the considered OUT.
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FIGURE 4.16: 360°scattering comparison among Wall, Monitor,
Wooden Panel and Plant Pot with 45 °of tilt. Legend is on the top.

The monitor (blue color in Fig.4.16) shows an opposite behavior, with a radiated
power rather widespread over the whole spatial domain. Of course, the overall
amount of scattered power is much less in the forward half-space, due to the large
obstruction loss. Such power spatial distribution is likely due to both the surface
irregularities (especially on the rear side) and the internal volume unhomogeneities.

The brick wall (red color in Fig.4.16) behavior is in between the wooden panel
and the monitor, may be more similar to the former in the backward half-space and
on the contrary closer to the latter in the forward one. A widespread scattering
pattern in space does not necessarily involve a major cross-polarization coupling
produced by the item. In fact, the PC monitor and the wooden panel have rather
different scattering patterns and similar mean XPD values at the same time.

Finally, the plant pot (yellow color in Fig.4.16) does not exhibit any flat surface
offering no specular peaks but rather an almost omnidirectional scattering pattern.
Depending on the type of material, the size and the shape of the OUT and the spatial
distribution of the scattered power, together with the polarization properties of the
scattered field, may therefore vary accordingly, becoming so item-dependent fea-
tures.

4.2.7 RT evaluation

RT parameters tuning results

The analysis of the measurement data suggests that the backscattered field intensity
decreases, on average, as the angular distance from specular reflection increases and
furthermore, this behavior is shared by almost all the OUT. Therefore, the single-
lobe scattering model validated at lower frequencies in several previous studies
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([79]) seems still rather reliable also at mmWaves to account for item backscatter-
ing. With reference to forward scattering, the model performance seems poorer and
more item-dependent.

Preliminary investigation in fact suggests that depending on the amount of inner
unhomogeneities, the forward scattered power can be still mainly radiated around
the direction of refraction or on the contrary almost uniformly distributed in space
(Fig.4.16). Although the single lobe model may not represent in the latter case the
best approximation, it is still adopted here devoted to tune the model parameters
based on the experimental characterization.

Moreover, the depolarization parameter κx pol of the DS model embedded into
the RT tool has been related to the XPD measured values achieved for the different
OUT through the following expression, Degli-Esposti [88]:

Eq. 4.6

It is worth noticing that DS is here intended as any signal contribution not tracked
by ”standard” RT tool basically because of the limited description of the items in the
input database. In practice, since objects are described as made of flat and smooth
slab elements, conventional RT models are limited to reflection and refraction from
flat, smooth, and homogeneous interfaces, plus diffraction from the border. The ER
model aims therefore at modeling everything else.

The XPD values to be included in Eq.4.6 have been therefore computed exclud-
ing the TX locations close to the reflection/refraction directions. The corresponding
κx pol values for the considered OUT are listed in the first column of Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: suggested values and ranges for the electromagnetic and
scattering parameters achieved through the RT-based tuning proce-

dure.

As for the mean XPD values in Table 4.3, a thorough comprehension of the
achieved κx pol values in Table 4.4 require a rather detailed analyses. If the PC moni-
tor is for instance considered, the contribution of diffraction to the scattering pattern
far from reflection and refraction directions may be rather important; since diffrac-
tion undergoes a limited cross-polarization coupling, this may contribute to explain
why the monitor is associated with the lowest κx pol value in Table 4.4.

Different OUTs, like the brick wall or the wooden panel, have a scattering pattern
mainly determined by distributed surface roughness (at least in the backward half-
space), and this may explain their corresponding larger κx pol values. κx pol estimates
in Table are lower than the values presented in Vitucci [121], where κx pol up to 0.5
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has been found at 3.8GHz. Nevertheless, the analyses carried out in [121] are related
to real office / urban environments where the propagating waves may undergo mul-
tiple interactions, whereas here multipath propagation is basically limited to a single
bounce. Assuming that the wave depolarization on the average increases with the
number of undergone interactions, the κx pol values listed in Table 4.4 can therefore
represent a lower bound in a very simple scenario, useful to distinguish contribution
of a single object. These single contributions may be composed together to obtain
the value of κx pol in more complex scenarios, made of multiple items.

RT parameters tuning procedure

In order to tune also the remaining parameters (other columns of Table 4.4.) of the
ER model, the measured received powers for the different rotation angles have been
compared with the corresponding predictions provided by the RT tool. RT simula-
tions have been repeated for different values of the scattering parameters (SR, αR,
ST, and αT), and the root mean square error (RMSE) has been then computed over
all the rotation angles for each RT run. Suitable values for the sweeping coefficients
can be selected based on the RT simulations with the lower RMSE. Such approach
has been also extended to the electromagnetic parameters of the OUT (εR and σ), in
order to estimate their values for the OUT, not addressed so far (e.g. the monitor or
the bookshelf ) and to consolidate their evaluation for the most common objects (like
the wall sample and the wooden panel).

Unfortunately, the narrowband RT results have turned out to be not so sensitive
for the set-up used to the electromagnetic and scattering parameters to allow a clear
identification of a single optimal value for each of them, since several coefficients
combinations basically correspond to nearly the same RMSE value. Therefore, in
order to find some kind of confidence interval for each coefficient, the better RT runs
have been first selected, that is RT simulations corresponding to a RMSE at most
1dB lower with respect to the best one. Among them, the occurrence of each tested
value for each RT parameter has been then computed, thus leading at the end to the
identification of the ranges of values with higher probability.

The outcome of this procedure is represented in Fig.4.17 for the brick wall case
and with reference to the only electromagnetic parameters tuning: the most accu-
rate RT predictions correspond to a relative permittivity ranging between 4 and 8,
whereas values around 0.3 should be assumed for the electrical conductivity.

The complete list of results achieved for all the considered RT parameters and for
each OUT is reported in Table 4.4. With reference to the electromagnetic parameters,
they of course represent effective values not clearly related to the physical properties
of any specific material. This may for instance refer to the monitor and the speaker,
which are indeed a compound of many very different materials.
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FIGURE 4.17: RT tuning - graphical representation of the outcome of
the RT parameters tuning procedure for the brick wall.

As far as the brick wall is concerned, values of εR and σ in Table 4.4 are not in
full agreement with the existing experimental studies, where εR values at millimeter
frequencies between 2.55, Lu [122], and 4.4 , Cuinas [123] have been found, and σ
up to 1.4S/m has been proposed [122]. A general conclusion can be drawn from
the overall different investigations: if compared to the values commonly adopted at
Below-6GHz frequencies (εR ≈ 5, σ ≈ 0.01 around 1GHz, Pena [120], Bertoni [35]),
the permittivity value at mmWaves is basically the same, whereas the conductivity is
increased by one/two order of magnitude, that is also in agreement with the already
discussed increase of the obstruction loss experienced at mmWaves.

With regard to the wooden panel, the achieved ranges for εR and σ are funda-
mentally consistent with the experimental characterization carried out at 60GHz and
described in Lu [122], Correia [124].

If the scattering parameters are now considered: since the wooden panel has
turned out to be the poorer scatterer among the considered OUT, it is associated in
table to both the lowest SR/T values and the highest αR/T. This actually corresponds
to the lower amount of scattered power in the narrower range of spatial directions.
On the contrary, the highest SR/T coefficients together with the lowest αR/T values
found for the PC monitor can be related with the mentioned degree of surface irreg-
ularities and inner unhomogeneities.

The wall sample shows scattering parameters quite similar to the wooden panel
in the backward half-space. In particular, SR ranges between 0.2 and 0.4, i.e, it is
slightly larger than the value 0.2, found in [79], for a brick wall at 1.3GHz.

This seems suggesting that scattering might be richer at mmWaves with respect
to lower frequencies but to an extent that could be smaller if compared to the expec-
tations pointed out in several studies.

The achieved results suggest that items backscattering is basically determined by
the only surface unevenness and not so much by the inner unhomogeneities. OUT
like the wooden panel and the brick wall have somehow similar surface properties
and share a similar backscattering behavior (i.e., similar SR and αR value), although
their inner composition is quite different. The small penetration thickness experi-
enced at mmWaves may explain why the scattering in the backward half-space is
weakly affected by what is present beyond the item air-medium surface.
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With reference to the forward half-space, the scattered field is always strongly
attenuated due to the high obstruction loss, and a widespread spatial distribution of
the scattered power can be noticed in presence of evident volume unhomogeneities.

mmWaves brick Wall Scattering Assessment

The overall effectiveness of the procedure carried out to tune the main RT param-
eters at mmWaves is finally shown in Fig.4.18, where the measured values of the
scattered power from the brick wall with tilt = 30°(for different polarization arrange-
ments) are compared with the outcomes of two RT simulations, carried out with
the tuned parameters values and with the parameters values commonly adopted at
Below-6GHz frequencies (i.e. UHF in figure), respectively.

FIGURE 4.18: RT-measurement comparison in co- and cross-
polarization - measurement vs simulation prediction in co- ad cross-

pol. for the brick wall with a 30°tilt.

Clearly, simulations carried out with the tuned RT parameters fit the measured
data rather well, with RMSE equal to 4 for the co- and cross-polarized cases. On the
contrary, much poorer accuracy is achieved if the RT is run with the Below-6GHz
parameters values (εR = 5, σ = 0.01, SR = ST = 0.2, κx pol = 0.05), with RMSE
increasing up to 10dB (co-pol.) and 6dB (cross-pol.).

With reference to the co-polarized case, the worse performance achieved with the
UHF parameters is mainly due to the too low conductivity value, which corresponds
to a weaker obstruction loss and therefore to a strong overestimate of the received
power over the NLOS region (e.g. main peak around 0°in Fig.4.18). Minor changes
are achieved in the backward half-space, since reflection is less sensitive to the con-
ductivity value and therefore is approximately unchanged at the two frequencies.
If the cross-polarized case is now considered, the received power is basically due
only to diffuse scattering (because of the non-zero κx pol value), since the coherent
contributions carry a negligible power because of the polarization mismatch.

With reference to the NLOS OUT orientations, the difference between UHF and
mmWaves is the result of some different effects: on one hand, the scattered power
at mmWaves is reduced due to the lower amount of transmission, and, on the other
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hand, the diffuse scattering at mmWaves is enhanced by the greater scattering coef-
ficient S and the larger κx pol value. Such effects partly counterbalance each other,
and this explains the lower power reduction between the two frequency bands in
the cross-polarized case with respect to the co-polarized one. An increase in the re-
ceived power can be observed if the mmWaves case is compared to the UHF result
in the backward half-space. Of course, this is due to the greater S value, for the same
reflected power.

4.3 500MHz-400GHz e.m. parameters collection

Concluding the e.m. characterization of materials and objects, it is worth checking if
the found results are in line with the literature. In this section is indeed presented a
collection of e.m. parameters ε and σ, approximately covering a frequency span of
0.5GHz - 400GHz.

Unfortunately, due to the differentiation of possible common materials for in-
door furnishing and outdoor spaces, there is generally a large dispersion of values
for ε and σ, meaning that a range of (min - max) values should be taken into ac-
count to characterize a given material, as shown in the Table 4.5 below (in case of
dots the relative data are missing). This aspect confirms the role of ”effective” e.m.
parameters associated to item or objects (as seen before for the PC monitor for exam-
ple) within ray-based modelling, rather than e.m. values of pure materials, because
most of the environment elements (e.g. indoor furnishing) are made of compound
materials.
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Table 4.5: collected values of εR (unit-less) and σ (S/m):
(Min εR - Max εR / Min σ - Max σ)

Material Below-6GHz mmWaves sub-mmWaves
/ 1 - 6GHz 6 - 100GHz 100 - 400GHz

Concrete (5.0 - 7.0/ 0.01 - 0.03 ) (4.0 - 6.0/ 0.5 - 2.0) (6.0 - 12.0/ 1.8)
Ceiling Board (1.5/ 0.001 - 0.003) (1.6/ 0.03 - 0.09) (1.5/ 0.09 - 0.2)
Floor Board (5.0 - 10.0/ 0.008 - 0.09) (3.0 - 6.0/ 0.7 - 2.0) (. . . )

Ground (3.0 - 30.0/ 0.01 - 1.5) (3.0 - 5.0/ 0.4 - 15.0) (. . . )
Brick Wall (3.0 - 5.0/ 0.01 - 0.07) (2.0 - 4.0/ 0.04 - 1.0) (2.2 - 3.0/ 2.0 - 4.8)

Plasterboard (2.0 - 3.0/ 0.002 - 0.06) (1.6 - 3.0/ 0.03 - 1.5) (3.0 - 4.4/ 1.4 - 7.0)
Glass (3.0 - 6.0/ 0.001 - 0.35) (3.0 - 9.0/ 0.06 - 1.0) (6.0 - 7.0/ 0.7 - 9.0)
Wood (1.2 - 3.0/ 0.001 - 0.3) (1.5 - 2.8/ 0.14 - 1.4) (1.7 - 2.0/ 0.35 - 2.7)

Chipboard/Plywood (2.5 - 3.2/ 0.01 - 0.07) (1.6 - 4.5/ 0.1 - 2.0) (2.3/ 0.6)
Plastics (2.0 - 2.5/ . . . ) (2.0 - 3.0/ 0.005 - 1.1) (2.3 - 3.0/ 0.9 - 1.3)
Water (60.0 - 80.0/ 0.15 - 21.0) (8.0 - 30.0/ 35.0 - 82.0) (. . . )

Human Skin (35.0 - 41.0/ 0.9 - 8.0) (8.0 - 15.0/ 14.0 - 44.2) (. . . )
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All the previous data are mainly taken from the following recapped references:

• Wideband: ITU Rec. [125], [117], from 1GHz to 100GHz, Korolev [126] from
30GHz to 120GHz, Chahat [127] from 2 to 60GHz, Ferreira [128] from UHF to
mmWaves;

• UHF (Below-6GHz): Rhode and Schwarz [100] at 2.45GHz, Mohtashami [129]
at 2.45GHz, Navarro [130] at 600MHz, Yang [131] at 900 and 1800MHZ, Layer
[132] at 5.2GHz, Jemai [133] at 2.45GHz, Cuinas [134] at 5.8GHz, NIST NLS
Phase 2 research team [135] from 0.5 to 8GHz;

• cmWaves (6-30GHz): Feitor [136] at 18GHz, Ellison [137] at 23 and 36GHz,
Saunders [138][139] at 17GHz;

• mmWaves (30-100GHz): Feitor [136] at 60GHz, Ellison [137] at 89GHz, Shokou
[140] at 60GHz, Felbecker [141] at 60GHz, Lu [122] at 60GHz, Gurialiuc [142]
at 60GHz, Ghaddar [143] at 60GHz, Pugliese [123] at 60GHz, Saunders [138] at
60GHz;

• sub-mmWaves (above 100GHz): T. Kuerner works as [144], [145], [146] , [75],
[147], [148][149].

Table 4.5 confirms a general trend: increasing the frequency there occur minor
changes in (ε) but a significant raising in (σ) (e.g. the σ of glass can start from 0.001
reaching up to 10.0), which implies proportionally higher penetration losses, as nat-
urally expected.

This fact could be particularly noticeable regarding the reaction of the e.m. field
with human body, usually investigated mainly for health and safety/exposure pur-
poses, but not so vastly for wireless communications purposes. Of course, the hu-
man body is much more complicated than building walls, because of its non-homogeneous
composition and high water content, so affecting the RF signals both in near and
far field regions, considerably. An example of pure water complex permittivity is
given in Fig.4.19, where both real and imaginary parts falls disruptively past 10GHz
approximately. A complete description of the problem can be found in Zhadobov
works as [150], [151] [152] and in the literature about Body Area Network, Pellegrini
[153].

FIGURE 4.19: Behavior of the complex permittivity of pure water ver-
sus frequency.
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Concluding, the presented interesting results are not definitive, because only par-
tial information about the nature of materials has been possible to retrieve. Missing
information as the water content (humidity), the surface and inner irregularities,
polarization de-coupling or even measurements set-up issues, are likely to lead to
uncertainties in ε and σ. These are the main reasons why results show so large range
of values, especially for σ. Additional measurements are necessary to gather today
enough data for deterministic channel modeling as RT for Below and Above-6GHz,
systematically.
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Chapter 5

Multidimensional mmWaves Radio
Channel Characterization

5.1 Analysis of In-Room mmWaves Propagation: Directional
Channel Measurements and Ray Tracing Simulations

5.1.1 Introduction

As seen before, due to the tiny wavelength, mmWaves wireless systems are expected
to house large antenna arrays enabling the implementation of multi-antenna systems
schemes. The effectiveness of such techniques depends on the multidimensional
and wideband properties of the channel (e.g. space / time dispersion multipath cor-
relation properties), and therefore the design of wireless systems operating in the
mmWaves band will benefit from a thorough multipath propagation characteriza-
tion, Martinez-Ingles [154] and [155]. After an item-level investigation on the e.m.
behavior of different items, now it is time for a complete scenario analysis: in-room
wireless propagation at around 70GHz is investigated by means of directional chan-
nel measurements using RT simulations as both an analysis tool and a reference
propagation model to be assessed and calibrated.

Special attention has been devoted to the role played by diffuse scattering. For
instance, Fan [156], the mmWaves radio channel seems dominated by specular in-
teractions, with negligible scattering effects, and according to Haneda [157], at least
80% of the received power at 60-70GHz is shown to be carried by specular contri-
butions. Whether diffuse scattering becomes stronger or weaker at mmWaves with
respect to lower frequencies is still under debate, Haneda [158], and even conflicting
analyses can be found in the literature.

5.1.2 Measurement Setup

MmWaves measurements ([159]) have been carried out in a small office located at
the TU Ilmenau during daytime with no people around. The same environment
will be exploited also in chapter (7) for Multi-User BF studies. The room, which
has a size of nearly 20 square meter, is representative of most small-office environ-
ments and contains usual indoor furnishing objects like wooden desks, cabinets, a
PC, etc. as sketched in Fig.5.1 and Fig5.2. Lateral and ceiling walls are made of
slightly rough concrete, whereas the floor consists of a thin carpet on the gross con-
crete of the ground. Two thick windows surrounded by a wide metallic frame and
a large heat radiator are present on the upper wall, whereas a heavy metallic door
(kept close during the measurements) and a thin metallic blackboard are located on
the opposite wall.
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FIGURE 5.1: A corner of the small office with TX and RX units.

FIGURE 5.2: 2D map of the indoor office. TXs in green and RXs in
red. Some details in blue. (Top view).

The measurement system is the same TU Ilmenau CS already described in the
previous chapter for Item level characterization. In this small office the setup in-
volves different transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) positions as shown in Fig.5.2.
The TX antenna is 2.45 m high, mounted on a stable plate on a 3D positioner. In
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order to mechanically emulate a smart in-room access point: TXs can sweep both
the elevation (El) and the azimuth (Az) planes in 15°steps, obtaining 13x13 spatial
samples for TX2 (Fig.5.3) and 13x7 spatial samples for TX1 (Fig.5.1), respectively.

FIGURE 5.3: TX2 mounted on the rotational positioner. Angular co-
ordinates are overlaid in white.

FIGURE 5.4: RX mounted on the rotational positioner at position 2 in
the office. Angular coordinates are overlaid in white.

The RX equipment (Fig.5.4) is lightweight and mobile. In order to emulate dif-
ferent user positions, it has been moved over 7 positions inside the room (Fig.5.2).
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The RX antenna is 0.9 m high over the ground and capable to scan only the az-
imuthal range from 0°to 360°in 15°steps at 0°elevation, corresponding to 24 different
orientations. For every measurement position, the CS system response has been de-
embedded in the frequency domain using back-to-back calibration and noise has
been removed in the time domain using a threshold algorithm.

Cylindrical dual polarized horn antennas have been used at both the link ends,
having a gain of 20dBi and a HPBW of about 15°, equal to the rotational step of
the positioners, in order to limit the contribution of the same multipath components
to different angular samples. Owing to these properties, the measurement setup is
as much as possible representative of future mmWaves wireless system configura-
tions, where the access-point is equipped with a large beamforming array, while the
receiver can perform either an omnidirectional antenna if no pointing technique is
implemented, or a directive beamforming antenna with a relatively limited point-
ing capability. To simulate occasional obstructions of the LOS, NLOS configurations
have been realized in a couple of cases (TX1-RX7, TX2-RX4) through the introduc-
tion of an absorbing panel properly placed on the tables and close enough to the
RXs.

5.1.3 Ray tracing Simulation

The setting of the main RT parameters is sketched in Table 5.1, corresponding to the
well-known trade-off between computational effort and prediction accuracy. The
RT geometrical input database consists of a vectorial 3D representation of the small
office including the building frame (walls, ceiling and floor) and openings (door and
windows-metallic frame included), the visible elements of the hydraulic and electric
installations (heat radiator, ceiling lamps, external pipes and ducts), and the largest
furnishings objects (tables, cabinets), as depicted by Fig.3.14.

Table 5.1: Ray Tracing main simulation settings. See chapter (3) for
details.

The electromagnetic parameters of the items, evaluated in the previous chapter,
have been now used properly in the RT database to support reliable channel predic-
tions at 70GHz. Especially, ”effective” (ε,σ) are set for the PC monitor. The values
reported in the Table 5.2 below are also partially gathered from the current literature
for mmWaves bands.
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Table 5.2: e.m. material parameters for RT simulation at 70GHz.

5.1.4 Analysis of Results

In the following, CS measurements are analyzed and compared with RT simulations
to determine radio channel characteristics and RT performance. RT predictions are
known to be sensitive to the description of both the scenarios. The accuracy of RT
simulation may therefore be limited by environment description errors. Geometrical
description of the environment has been derived manually through visual inspection
on-site.

Narrowband Analysis

For both RT simulations and measurements, the received power for each RX posi-
tions has been computed by adding up power contributions received from all TX
and RX antenna orientations. At the RX side, this corresponds to representing the
antenna as an omnidirectional antenna in the horizontal plane. The comparison be-
tween measured and RT-predicted power is shown in Fig.5.5 for both transmitter
positions and confirms a good agreement for all RX positions, with a root mean
squared error (RMSE) equal to 3dB and to 1dB for TX1 and TX2, respectively.

FIGURE 5.5: Comparison between measurements and different mod-
els prediction for the LOS situations related to the TX2 case.

The power contribution from the LOS path only (e.g. Friis Formula) is far be-
low the actual received power, especially in RX positions closer to the TXs, where
the LOS path has a high elevation angle and is thus attenuated by the low gain of
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the RX antenna for that direction. Only including room multipath the agreement is
satisfactory: this confirms that multipath plays a crucial role even in LOS conditions
for the chosen setup, in terms of power. The RT narrowband prediction capability
has been checked against measurements also in NLOS conditions, with an overall
accuracy in essential agreement with the LOS cases (prediction error equal to 2dB
and 3dB for TX1-RX7 and TX2-RX4, respectively).

Angular Dispersion

In order to investigate multipath spatial properties, power angle profiles (PAP) have
been derived at the TX side, exploiting the wide angle of departure range both in
elevation (-90°, + 90°) and azimuth (0°,90°for TX1, -90°,90°for TX2). The power value
within each ’pixel’ is computed by integrating every directional CIR (i.e. for given
TX/RX pointing directions) and then summing up the 24 spatial power samples
corresponding to the different pointings of the RX antenna. This analysis therefore
refers to a TX-only beamforming scheme with an omnidirectional RX antenna. See
chapter (7) also.

An example of the normalized (e.g. 0dB) measured and simulated PAPs are re-
spectively shown in Figs.5.6 and 5.7 for the TX2-RX4 pair. The simulated PAP with-
out diffuse scattering is also reported in Fig.5.8 for reference.

The measured PAP is quite well reproduced by the RT tool for elevations limited
to the range (-60°, 15°), whereas a general underestimation of about 10dB is present
when the TX antenna is pointing towards the ceiling or the floor. This disagreement
for large elevation is a common trend for all the TX-RX pairs and may be attributed
to several reasons:

• 1) the possible presence of unknown, metallic layers/grids underneath the
ceiling/floor surface, which may affect back-scattering from those surfaces,
Vitucci [160];

• 2) inaccuracies in the description of antenna radiation pattern, especially sec-
ondary lobes when the TX antenna is pointing away from the RX location;

• 3) scattering coefficients not fully optimized for the considered scenario, that
can degrade prediction accuracy for large elevation angles, when diffuse scat-
tering appears important.

The most important clusters marked as A-E in Fig.5.7 are better analyzed in Table
5.3, using RT as a tool to identify the major propagation mechanisms.

Table 5.3: analysis of the main detected cluster in TX2-RX4 case.
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FIGURE 5.6: Measured PAP (TX2-RX4, LOS) in dB units.

FIGURE 5.7: RT simulated PAP (TX2-RX4, LOS) in dB units; strongest
clusters highlighted with labels (A-E), see also Table 5.3.

FIGURE 5.8: RT simulated PAP (TX2-RX4, LOS) in dB units without
scattering.
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At the same time, diffuse scattering is not negligible because simulation without
diffuse scattering yields a much more empty pattern, especially outside the eleva-
tion range (-60°, 15°), and without the ”halo” around the major specular contribu-
tions. This is true for all RX positions, suggesting that diffuse scattering is a minor
but non-negligible mechanism, especially with regards to spatial channel spreading.
Furthermore, the cluster analysis in Table 5.3 also suggests that the strongest multi-
path contributions (clusters A, B, D) are fundamentally produced by interactions of
the radiated wave with the macro-structure of the office, consisting of the building
carrying structure (walls, floor and ceiling) and the openings on the walls (windows,
door). To a lesser extent, smaller items may also determine still powerful replicas of
the transmitted signal, especially if they are made of metal (e.g., cluster E - windows
frame, heat radiator).

The overall PAP prediction accuracy of RT is assessed in Tables 5.4 / 5.5 us-
ing the root mean square error (RMSE), and the weighted RMSE (named WRMSE),
computed for each available PAP and averaged over all RX locations. WRMSE is
a simple modified version of the common RMSE due to the independence between
RMSE and the intensity of the PAP for each angle of departure.

Table 5.4: PAP errors TX1.

Table 5.5: PAP errors TX2.

In fact, two equal errors affecting a strong and a weak contribution impact on
the RMSE exactly in the same way. Therefore, the RMSE has been also computed
by weighting each error with a coefficient equal to the relative power of the corre-
sponding pixel of the PAP plots above, similarly to what happens with the propaga-
tion delays for the evaluation of the RMS delay spread. Thus, the weighted RMSE in
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tables represents a more meaningful performance metric. In fact, the WRMSE values
slightly increase if scattering is excluded from the RT simulations, reflecting the rela-
tively modest power contribution of scattering compared to specular contributions.

Temporal Dispersion

Temporal dispersion is a further issue to be considered for the design of the forth-
coming multi-gigabit wireless networks, since frequency selectivity may in principle
arise in case of very large data rates. In order to de-embed the antennas influence
on the DS values, power delay profiles (PDPs) related to isotropic (TX) / omnidi-
rectional (RX) patterns have been extracted from the available directional measure-
ments. That is, an overall PDP has been derived for each TX-RX pair properly com-
bining the CIR corresponding to the different antenna pointings, and the DS values
have been then computed (Tables 5.6 / 5.7 for TX1 and TX2, respectively). This
choice is motivated by the need to extract the properties of mmWaves channels, typ-
ically sounded with directive antennas, as fair as possible compared to Below-6GHz
channel, where omni antennas are usually considered.

Table 5.6: DS errors TX1.

Table 5.7: DS errors TX2.

Tables above clearly show that scattering contributes to reduce the in-room de-
lay spread in the indoor scenario tested. This result apparently conflicts with what
found in previous studies carried out at lower frequencies in outdoor scenarios, Fus-
chini [86], Degli-Esposti [80], Mani [161], but it can be explained by the different role
played by the scattering phenomenon in the different environments.
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Diffuse scattering can dramatically increase the number of propagation paths
due to the greater divergence of the wavefront with respect to reflection and diffrac-
tion. For the same reason however, scattered paths are generally weaker. Multiple-
bounce scattered rays are usually negligible in practice, whereas single scattered
ones can be important or not depending on the propagation conditions. In outdoor
scenarios far objects (i.e. buildings) with direct visibility to both the TX and the RX
are often present and a single scattering interaction may produce significant long-
delayed echoes, thus increasing the DS value. In contrast, far scatterers cannot be
present in a single room, where large delays (long traveled paths) must always cor-
respond to a proportional number of undergone interactions. Therefore, single scat-
tered contributions here have quite short delays, meaning that in room scattering
effects mainly affect the ”head” of the PDP, corresponding to a (limited) reduction
of the delay spread.

This general analysis is corroborated by the DS assessment in Tables 5.6 and 5.7,
where typical values of Delay Spread are around 8-9 nsec, given the measurement
set-up of the study. Moreover, the extension of the RT prediction to diffuse scattering
actually reduces the DS value in 12 case over 15, as shown also by Fig.5.9, where the
simulated power delay profiles (PDPs) with and without scattering are shown for
the TX2-RX4 case as a reference.

The highest peaks are shared by both the PDPs and correspond to the specular
multipath components (i.e., reflections), whereas diffuse scattering clearly ”fills the
holes” between the specular contributions, since it has not to comply with strict
geometrical constraints. Although the intensity of the diffused components undergo
some fluctuations along the profile, the most delayed ones are clearly the weakest (at
least 30dB lower than the highest peaks) and, therefore, can be neglected in practice.
Conversely, the most powerful scattered contributions occur at quite short delay, and
actually belong to the head of the PDP in line with the previous, general conclusion
that in-room scattering can be expected to reduce the delay spread.

FIGURE 5.9: Predicted PDP with and without scattering (TX2-RX4,
LOS).

In agreement with the previous considerations, taking into account only simu-
lations, Fig.5.10 shows that DS slightly decreases for increasing values of the back-
ward scattering coefficient (arbitrarily modified in the RT settings) of the office walls.
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Furthermore, SR = 0.5 (corresponding to a 25% of backscattered power) represents,
overall, a realistic estimate for the considered scenario. This value is greater than the
scattering coefficients values adopted in previous studies carried out at frequency
Below-6GHz, Mani [84] and Fuschini [81]. In conclusion, diffuse scattering due to
wall irregularities at 70GHz seems slightly stronger than at sub-6GHz frequencies in
absolute terms, but it nevertheless represents a relatively minor interaction mecha-
nism for in-room propagation.

FIGURE 5.10: Delay spread values vs. percentage of backscatter
power. The horizontal lines correspond to the measured values
whereas the filled circles are the RT predictions for the two TX lo-

cations.

5.1.5 Analysis of Propagation Mechanisms

According to the previous analysis, in-room multipath propagation aspects are fur-
ther investigated through RT simulations, as in Fig.5.11, where the contribution to
the received power are separately computed through RT simulation for each inter-
action mechanism and for their combinations (e.g., (SR) corresponds to the power
carried by rays experiencing both scattering (S) and reflection (R), no matter the or-
der of the interactions).

The power values for the different mechanisms have been computed for each
TX-RX pair (always with Omni RXs), and have been then ’averaged’ over the RX
locations in order to achieve a comprehensive evaluation for each TX. Absolute
power values are reported on the vertical axis to allow direct comparison between
the TXs, whereas the corresponding relative percentage values are shown alongside
the stacked bars.

It is worth noticing that the percentages are related to the overall received power
from the rays undergoing at least one bounce, i.e., excluding the direct path. In the
following this is referred to as NLOS received power, since it represents the power
that would be received if the LOS path were totally obstructed.
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FIGURE 5.11: Contribution of the different propagation mechanisms
to the in-room received power: analysis based on RT simulation re-

sults.

Figure 5.11 clearly confirms that reflection represents the dominant propagation
interaction, since it contributes to convey the majority of the NLOS received power
(∼ 80% and ∼ 70% for TX1 and TX2, respectively). Instead, diffuse scattering is
responsible for an amount of NLOS power approximately ranging from 20% (TX1)
to 30% (TX2).

Diffraction seems fundamentally negligible in the propagation process, in agree-
ment with the conclusions drawn by Jacob [162]. Rays experiencing transmission
only are not present due to configuration of the RX locations, being some of them in
LOS condition with the TXs, and some others obstructed by the absorber, which
is assumed non-penetrable due to the very high transmission loss. If combined
with reflection or scattering, transmission contributes to nearly the 15% - 25% of
the NLOS power, for TX1 and TX2, respectively. This higher than expected value is
due to transmission through tables and cupboards which have a low thickness and
are made of wood or fibreboard.

Looking at the absolute power values, the scattered power received from TX2 is
twice as much than the one from TX1. This is probably due to TX2 position, which is
able to illuminate through scattering three out of four lateral walls (top, bottom and
right side in Fig.5.2), whereas TX1 only illuminates two of them (top and right side).
At the same time, TX1 propagates to the RXs a much larger reflected power than
TX2 (69% vs. ∼ 48%). It seems that moving the TX towards the room corner seems
to reduce scattering with respect to reflection. This is probably due to the different
inclination of the reflected paths to the RXs for TX1 and TX2.

Summarizing the results, it is worth noticing that the ratio between reflection
(SMC) and diffuse scattering (DMC) is essentially in line with literature, where at
least 80% of the received power has been attributed to specular interactions. How-
ever, the use of antennas placed at the same heights (e.g. only azimuth scanning) can
contribute to explain the slightly larger relative amount of reflected power found in
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Haneda [157], since in that case the stronger reflections are expected to occur in the
horizontal plane. In the measurement setup here instead, since the reflected paths
reach the RXs with higher elevation angles due to the difference in the antennas
heights, and experiencing a lower gain of the receiving antenna. This all due to the
lack of elevation scanning at RX, preventing from LOS alignment between TX and
RX.

Moreover, this fact has a noticeable impact on the ranging of the dynamic range
with which Channel Sounder results have been evaluated: since the strongest paths
are not LOS, they do not have so a larger power values with respect to others mul-
tipath clusters (e.g. reflections). In fact, within the power ”window” between the
maximum power received and the noise floor level (e.g. dynamic range), all the
propagation paths were visible. This explains how it is has been feasible to observe
clearly DMC multipath, even though naturally weaker than SMC.

5.1.6 RT Sensitivity to the Environment Description

In addition to the environment database considered so far, which includes main
walls and major pieces of furniture such as windows, tables and big metal pipes
(named ”Furnished” in the following), a more detailed representation of the small
office (”Detailed” in the following) including minor pieces of furniture such as com-
puter monitors, the blackboard, some shelves, has been considered to assess the
corresponding impact on RT simulation results. Computer monitors and shelves
have been modeled as dielectric slabs. The longer computation time required by
the detailed representation of the environment does not pay off in terms of better
performance, especially for DS prediction, as shown in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8: comparison of RT prediction performance for different ac-
curacy in the description of the environment.

A possible explanation to this surprising result can be found considering that the
smaller objects were measured and inserted into the database with the same manual
procedure used for bigger objects, and therefore errors in the shape and position
of them are relatively greater compared to their smaller size. Besides, the material
composition and the corresponding electromagnetic properties of small objects, such
as computer monitors less studied than those of walls, tables, and doors.

Although with several differences in the considered approach, the preliminary
analysis sketched here is in agreement with what found by Jarvelainen [163], where
a looser point-cloud description of an indoor environment yields nearly the same
prediction accuracy as a more detailed point-cloud representation.

In conclusion, a description of the environment extended to smaller items does
not seem to guarantee better RT accuracy, especially if the geometrical description
of such objects is not very precise and the scattering/electromagnetic properties of
such small objects are largely unknown.
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Chapter 6

Multi-antenna Systems

According to information theory, Beamforming is usually considered a special case
of MIMO technique. Nevertheless, Beamforming herein is taken apart because: first,
theoretically, it involves an antenna arrays approach unrelated (directly) to informa-
tion theory and, then, practically, its realization has been historically dependent on
analog circuits rather than digital signal processing (DSP). The theoretical basics of
multi-antenna schemes are illustrated in the following to support advanced consid-
erations of the next chapter (7), where BF applications in indoor scenario are inves-
tigated. Hardware and RF circuits aspects can be found in Appendix.

6.1 MIMO

6.1.1 A simple overview on MIMO

The origin of MIMO can be traced back to the late ’70s, but the real research ’boost’
on this revolutionary technology took place in the ’90s as testified by the pioneering
works of Foschini [164] [165], Alamouti [166], Tarokh [167], Gans [168], Telatar [169],
Marzetta [170], Paulraj [171] and Calderbank [172].

After the initial theoretical phase, a significant effort in the research community
has been dedicated to the development of effective multiple antennas communica-
tions, leading to advanced concepts as MU-MIMO (multiple users), Cooperative-
MIMO (distributed collaborative antennas), Massive MIMO (very large antenna ar-
rays, Marzetta [173]), and, of course, mm-Wave MIMO Above-6GHz.

Today MIMO is the most claimed technology for wireless applications, due to its
revolutionary benefits (Goldsmith [174]) and noticeable complexity, too.

FIGURE 6.1: 3GPP insight about MIMO technology.
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In practice, as reported in Fig.6.1 by 3GPP in Rel.13/14/15, the smart exploitation
of the radio channel characteristics in terms of MIMO technology is the way to make
the throughput take off, even though at expense of more or large RF equipment.

Physically, the pros of MIMO ( e.g. boosting capacity and / or reducing errors)
derive from the larger degree of freedom offered by the use of multiple antennas.
Of course, there is a price to pay concerning the complexity of handling (at best) the
joint transmission and reception of more signals at once, Mietzner [175].

6.1.2 Diversity

Before focusing on the modern MIMO pros and cons with respect to Above-6GHz,
it is necessary to talk about Diversity: let’s make an example with two antenna ports
(properly located far away, e.g. λ/2) instead of one at RX side. If on the first antenna
comes a sample (or symbol) corrupted by multipath, there is still a chance to obtain
a good signal on the other one. Thanks to the distance between the antennas, the
RX is actually capable to ’listen’ to two radio channels, and then to increase the
quality of the link, statistically speaking. It is worth paying attention on the fact that
these advantages do not come only from the gathering of more power but from the
diversification of received samples.

In fact, diversity can be considered the ’forefather’ of MIMO since diversity
combining techniques as Maximal Ratio combining (MCR) (Brennan [176], Lemieux
[177] and Balaban [178]), are well-known algorithms designed to achieve the opti-
mal SNR properly mixing the multiple signals available on the antennas. The guid-
ing principles are to allocate power at TX or to acquire power at RX from where it is
worth knowing the ’conditions’ of the radio channel. The general case of MIMO, can
be expressed with a notation as NTxNR indicating that TX has NT antennas elements
and RX NR, simply.

6.1.3 Channel State Information

A key point to master is the cost required for MIMO: any combining scheme can
take advantage from information about the radio channel, i.e. the knowledge about
the multipath that affects signals. This is named Channel State Information (CSI).
In the example above, the CSI were the insight about the bad and good quality of
reception onto the two different antennas. The RX cannot be aware of CSI a priori
and cannot retrieve CSI ”externally”.

CSI depends only on the capabilities of terminals to sound the channel and es-
timate its nature. This is not a trivial task, because CSI can change in time and
space. For example, in practice, CSI in LTE is estimated thanks to smart procedures
as pilot/training symbols or subcarriers, continuously tracking the evolution of the
time-variant radio channel, due to the mobility of terminals. In fact, in so-defined
’closed loop’ set-up the RX can estimate the CSI and feed them back to TX. In case
of high mobility of the users the risk to have out-of-date CSI at TX is not zero. Dif-
ferently, in the so-defined ’open loop’ set-up the CSI are estimated separately using
uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) control signals of the network.

The impact of the quality of CSI estimation may lead to sub-optimal results with
respect to initial MIMO theoretical results. So, this represents one of the technical
limitation of MIMO technology, demonstrated by the trade-off between speed and
overhead introduced by sharing the CSI among TX-RX.
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6.1.4 MIMO Space-Time Codes

Examples of implementation of MIMO Diversity are the so called Space-Time codes,
Gesbert [179], Oestges [180]. These codes exploit the additional spatial domain
with respect to time and frequency, by managing the antenna array elements to
increase the robustness of the signal, (similarly to usual channel coding Forward-
Error-Correction (FEC) codes (e.g. Turbo, LDPC)), with the goal to reduce the er-
rors in the wireless link. Actual codes are named Space-Time-Block-Codes (STBC)
or Space-Frequency-Block-Code (SFBC) with OFDM (e.g. currently implemented in
LTE and Wi-Fi to perform up to 8x8 MIMO links).

6.1.5 MIMO Spatial Multiplexing

Moving on, besides diversity, the real ’magic’ of MIMO is Spatial Multiplexing, al-
lowing the possibility to increase the data rate with two key factors: proportionally
to the number of antennas and avoiding to spend extra radio resource as bandwidth
or power. The radio channel multipath is not considered as an impairment but rather
exploited to send and receive more samples at once, without time or frequency divi-
sion multiple access techniques. Spatial Multiplexing MIMO communications can be
imagined as parallel ’spatial’ flows, called also streams or layers, of single-antenna
data.

In order to understand the MIMO Spatial Multiplexing, it is important to ex-
plain what is the Rayleigh fading, being one of the fundamental assumption in lit-
erature: the magnitude of the overall received signal is assumed to vary according
to Rayleigh distribution, due to the sum of ’infinite’ number of independent paths
(i.e. i.i.d.), with approximately equal amplitude and random phase. This is true for
heavily built-up urban environments, as New York for example, or any strong NLOS
scenario. Considering to have omnidirectional antennas, the Rayleigh fading is then
used to model the multipath onto a given antenna element, Proakis [37]. This is
true for LTE bands for example, but different for Above-6GHz bands with directive
antennas.

Then, given a rich multipath which ”creates” Rayleigh fading and given the CSI
perfectly known at both ends, all the assumption to reach the optimal results of Spa-
tial Multiplexing are satisfied. Usually, the MIMO channel is indicated by a matrix
called H which contains essentially the raw nature of the channel as a set of complex
numbers named channel gains/coefficients. CSI are nothing else than an estimated
version of this matrix H, as anticipated. In Eq.6.1 the well-known formula for MIMO
channel capacity is expressed, Foschini-Telatar [169]. Besides the presence of the ma-
trix H as argument of the logarithm, as novelty with respect to well-known capacity
Shannon formula, ρ states for SNR ratio, NT for the number of TX antennas involved
in MIMO and INR is the identity matrix proportional to NT.

Eq.6.1

An important parameter to evaluate the characteristics of the MIMO is the rank
of this matrix H: in case of optimal configuration a full-rank matrix H means the
possibility to exploit all the multipath whereas in the worst case a matrix H with
rank equal to one makes Spatial Multiplexing falls back to Beamforming. In the last
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case if one path (e.g. LOS path) is dominant, the Rayleigh fading become Rician
and the radio channel does not ’support’ anymore the multiple streams. Antennas
play a significant role in this context, filtering spatially the multipath contributions,
confirming again the divergence of Above-6GHz systems.

In a nutshell, with a MIMO 4x4 we can achieve a MIMO Gain in the data rate
up to a factor equal to 4, ideally. The lesson to learn is to avoid considering the
MIMO Gain as an common result in the real MIMO communications, rather than an
upper bound result. Since MIMO performance are dependent on the radio channel,
so the MIMO Gain itself is a ’random’ scenario-dependent improvement, roughly
speaking. This why in Eq.6.1 the capacity formula includes an expectation operator
EH on the channel matrix H before the logarithm.

Practically, implementing Spatial Multiplexing is very demanding both for the
costs of multiple RF chains and parallel signal processing. A straightforward way
is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), where Eigenvalues of matrix H are ex-
tracted from CSI and directly used for combining samples in order to have parallel
data streams, Paulraj [171].

6.1.6 Diversity and Multiplexing

It is possible to perform Diversity and Multiplexing at the same time, as reported
by Tse [181]. The two ’faces’ of MIMO are not exclusive and they can cooperate to
enhance the reliability of the link with diversity, as well as FEC, and also to speed
up the link data rate with Spatial Multiplexing, as well as high order MCS.

For example with 4x2, two TX antennas can host pre-coded samples for Spatial
Multiplexing and the other TX antennas can work for diversity, complementary. The
RX with 2 antennas will then decode the correct samples from two MIMO streams,
with a lower BER with respect to 2x2 MIMO only. Examples are given by well-
known STC or STFC codes, Bolcskei [182], called BLAST code, invented at Bell Labs,
as reported by Foschini [165].

Finally, again similarly to MCS and FEC, MIMO can be naturally considered as a
special feature of PHY layer, to efficiently cope with the unpredictable radio channel,
meaning that the MIMO configuration is changed adaptively in time or in frequency
according to the variability of the radio channel. For example with low SNR perhaps
is better to use Diversity to save the BER and with high SNR is better to use Spatial
Multiplexing to push the data rate. In LTE MIMO is implemented in several ’modes’
which comprise: closed and open loop CSI, Beamforming, SVD Spatial Multiplex-
ing, STFBC for Diversity. For example a default Codebook of matrices H is stored in
memory to facilitate the CSI estimation.

6.1.7 Multi-User MIMO

Enlarging the Single-User (SU) MIMO solutions to the case of Multi-Users (MU) is
very challenging because the RX terminals are physically separated far away and
they cannot collaborate. Moreover, the complexity of the problem can really dra-
matically increase since each RX can itself have multiple antennas.

Anyway, let’s imagine to have a sample for user 1 and a sample for user 2. Send-
ing both signals onto the two TX (AP) antennas at the same time, users will receive
both samples overlapped. Now, using the concept of Spatial Multiplexing scheme
but picking sample 1 and 2 rather than two consecutive samples of the same data
stream (i.e. Multi-User MIMO), the pre-coded sample 1 and sample 2, with their
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proper CSI, are part of two parallel independent streams intended for two physi-
cally separated RX. In the end, the data rate is not doubled but two users are served
at the same time, Spencer [183]. A well-known MU-MIMO technique is named Zero
Forcing Beamforming (Yoo [184]) which is capable to pre-code signals such that each
RX receives its sample and does not suffer from any mutual interference.

For example, in the IEEE 802.11ac up to 8 simultaneous streams are comprised
in the standard. In fact, in Fig.6.2 a graphical representation of the ZF MU-MIMO
is given for 3 users with different colors. The 3 2D qualitative antenna patterns are
sketched with different colors, remarking the allocation of maxima and nulls points
towards the users.

FIGURE 6.2: MU-MIMO Zero Forcing concept.

Besides the example in Fig.6.2 related to the downlink case, called in literature
Broadcast channel problem (Caire [185]), on the other hand, there is also the up-
link problem, named Multiple Access problem: the users send data all together to
the TX, which is asked to ’decouple’ the superposition of the received signals using
Multi User Detection / Decoding, being aware of the different CSI. These MU-MIMO
schemes are still under evaluation facing complexity and HW limitations.

6.1.8 Massive MIMO

As rule of thumb, the bigger the number of antennas the better the possible benefits
of MIMO schemes. The concept of Massive MIMO is achieved using a larger num-
ber of elements in the antenna array, in theory, asymptotically towards infinite, Lu
[186], He [187]. This novel idea is one of the most challenging issue in MIMO, very
promising for new Base Station architectures for example, involving many problems
about the huge complexity and the feasible implementation, as reported by Rusek
[188] and Larsson [33]. Today only a few promising prototypes as proof-of-concept
are available: the 128x12 massive MIMO by University of Bristol and 100 elements
MIMO by Lund University.

A very noticeable effects of massive MIMO is the Channel Hardening: the H
matrix of MIMO communication channel is a random variable which varies in am-
plitude and in phase due shadowing and fading. With massive MIMO the H part
related to small-scale fading is reduced thanks to the large size of the array, so mak-
ing the realizations of the matrix H closer to its expected value (e.g. H fluctuations
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are small with respect to its average). With an independent Rayleigh fading channel,
the variance of the ratio between H and its expected value reduces with the inverse
of the number of antennas. Even though the CSI must be estimated for all the nu-
merous antenna elements, the CSI values are now, approximately, scalar numbers.
Then using a wise ratio between pilots data and useful data the radio channel can
be considered less disperse, (that is why hardening) and easier to be treated. The
performance of massive MIMO reach bps-per-Hz up to 50 with 100-200 antennas, in
theory. Nevertheless, the implications of massive MIMO for future systems are still
to be fully assessed, Swindlehurst [189], Mumtaz [190], especially from an HW point
of view, as discussed in Appendix.

6.2 Beamforming

6.2.1 BF introduction

Differently from MIMO, Beamforming and Beamsteering are combining technique
to pilot antenna radiating elements in order to change the shape and directionality
of the overall antenna radiation pattern. Historically radar, aerospace and surveil-
lance have been the first main applications (Godara [191]), where generally the goal
is to scan the environment spatially with repeated sweeps to identify known or un-
known targets. In the last decades multi-antenna BF are relatively new in wireless
communications, especially Above-6GHz, as discussed in chapter (7). The principal
properties of BF systems are: the antenna topology (e.g. linear, planar or volumet-
ric), the single radiating element (e.g. isotropic, dipole, patch), the elements spacing
distance (e.g. uniform or non uniform), the operating frequency (e.g. narrowband
or wideband, with carrier or pulses) and, in the end, the different hardware.

6.2.2 BF architectures

An example of planar patch antenna array at 30GHz is given in Fig.6.3 with 64 ele-
ments on an area of 60mm x 60mm, (Samsung [18]), compared to a 3GHz standard
patch antenna. It is clear the huge difference in the antenna design moving from 3
to 30GHz.

FIGURE 6.3: Comparison between 3 GHz antenna and 30GHz array
with same antenna area. (Samsung [18])

The BF circuits which control each port of the antenna array can be implemented
at Intermediate Frequency (IF) or at Carrier Frequency (RF), (see Appendix). The
goal is to create a desired pattern of constructive and destructive interference in the
wavefront, typically in the far field, towards a given direction in the space. This
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direction is called ”look” direction indicated by a pair of coordinates as (θ,φ) and
simply represents the spot where to focus the radiated energy (at TX side). From
an hardware point of view, Fig.6.4 shows an example of Beamforming network with
parallel RF modules (named also sub-array) linked together by data and control
buses, to form the complete antenna array BF system.

FIGURE 6.4: Beamforming processing unit with sub-arrays.

In details, the principle of BF is based on the computation and application of a
set (i.e. vectors with linear arrays, matrices with planar arrays) of pre-calculated
coefficient, called BF weights (or also Steering Vectors) which modify properly the
phase (and eventually also the amplitude) of the signals flowing towards the an-
tenna elements, in order to arbitrarily pilot the antenna pattern (at TX side). It is
fundamental to remind that in order to properly work a Beamforming system needs
to know the direction towards which or from which performing the beam-forming
(e.g. look-direction).

6.2.3 BF processing

Considering now a real LOS scenario, where the total received e.m. field includes
interference, noise and useful signals. The BF problem at RX side is generally an
optimization problem on the SINR itself. This means practically ’synthesizing’ with
combining weights a pattern with maxima beams towards the transmitter and null
beams towards interference sources, as reported by Van Trees [192], in order to boost
the useful signals and filter out the unwanted signals, before the ADC sections and
the digital elaboration. The same concept can be applied at TX side, equivalently to
MU-MIMO as shown in Fig.6.2.

The following Fig.6.5 provides a scheme of adaptive BF scheme at RX side, where
BF weights can be flexibly changed accordingly to the collected signals from the
antennas (i.e. Induced Signals in Fig.6.5) and the achieved SINR (i.e. Array Output
in Fig.6.5), thanks to the feedback loop.
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FIGURE 6.5: Adaptive BF receiving scheme.

6.2.4 Beamforming vs MIMO?

Nowadays one of the great challenge for Above-6GHz systems is represented by the
question which multi-antenna technique is more suitable: MIMO or Beamforming?.
It is still an open issue, but considering that Beamforming aims mainly at improving
SINR, while MIMO is more flexible and can even increasing directly the data rate,
then it is clear that they can play a complementary role, Sun [193]. However, con-
sidering short-range LOS links, in the end, the emerging trend today is to consider
Beamforming as the key primary multiple-antenna technology, rather than the ”clas-
sical” MIMO used for Below-6GHz, at least in the short-medium run. This motivates
the focus on indoor BF in following chapter (7).

6.3 BF protocols and advanced issues

In order to implement efficient BF solutions, besides antennas and HW features (see
Appendix), it is moreover essential to take into account BF procedures or algorithms:
these signalling ’protocols’ describe how TX/RX should use their BF capabilities
searching for the best combination of directional beams in order to establish a robust
communication. The BF procedure adopted for a given application depends on the
radio channel characteristics, but especially, on the availability of knowledge about
the locations of other terminals, as well as CSI for MIMO, as previously discussed. In
a nutshell, this means that TX must know where to focus power and RX must know
where to orient the antenna pattern to collect power. Of course this problem is still an
open issue due to terminals mobility and demanding NLOS scenario applications,
especially Above-6GHz.

To cope with this issue, at receiver side it is possible to implement classical AoA
estimation methods (e.g. well-known algorithms like MVDR, MUSIC, ESPRIT, Go-
dara [191]), which estimate the AoA by identifying the local maxima of the spectrum
of the received signal. In addition, sub-space based methods, also termed as super-
resolution methods, aim at separating the observation space in a signal subspace,
containing only useful information, and its orthogonal complement, called noise
subspace. This decomposition results in robust spectral analysis, and improves the
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spectral resolution significantly, thus delivering high angular resolution of the arriv-
ing signal direction. However, these methods are characterized by high computa-
tional complexity.

On the other hand, since Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), (e.g. GPS,
Galileo or Glonass), are not capable to provide localization in indoor or partially
shaded places, there is a lack of a wide-spread technology for Indoor Positioning
and Tracking. A lot of different technologies are available as Bluetooth (e.g. iBea-
con), UWB, Radio-frequency identification (RFID), Wi-Fi, Geomagnetic Fingerprint-
ing, Image Processing, Visible Light Communications (VLC), ultrasound waves and
even infrared light, Zafari [194], Yassin [195], Brena [196]. Particularly within the
IEEE 802.11, a new standard called Next Generation Positioning (NGP) or 802.11az
could remarkably be a valid solution starting from 2019, [197]. Also, the ongoing
development of 5G can integrate localization technologies, as recently outlined by
Koivito [198].

For sake of generality, it is worth saying that Beam protocols are still an open
problem also in the MAC layer because traditional protocols, as the well-known
Carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA), typically fail to exploit the potential benefits
of BF multi-antenna system, being designed originally to deal with omnidirectional
antennas, as reported by Bazan [199].

6.3.1 Beam Search and Tracking

Beam Search means applying a BF protocol to guide TX/RX to find suitable beams
combinations with none/partial/complete knowledge of the their positions. Beam
Tracking is secondly necessary to make the terminals adaptively update their BF
settings (e.g. Steering Vectors), Palacios [200].

In Fig.6.6 is shown an example of mmWaves radio access in 5G network, where
BF procedures named Beam Sweeping (e.g. Search) and Beam Refinement (e.g.
Tracking) are essential to set up a link between a Small cells and a UE, due to the
directive antennas. Considering that the RR pool in the deployment comprises BF
beams to be searched and allocated for every user, it becomes essential at network
layer the usage of efficient and fast BF protocols to keep the complexity of BF man-
agement as low as possible.

FIGURE 6.6: 5G deployment example with BF links.
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Particularly in indoor scenario, the Beam Search is mostly assessed assuming
no information about the devices locations, since no GNSS services are available.
Within this framework, popular BF protocols adopted so far are named ”blind”
(Nitsche [201]), because TX/RX must perform an Exhaustive Search to test all the
beams combinations, differently from MIMO schemes, where CSI data can be re-
trieved sounding the channel trading-off between overhead and accuracy. Of course,
the price to pay is the time-consuming overhead introduced by this ”trial-and-error”
BF Search protocol.

Indoor millimeter wave standards as IEEE 802.15.3c and IEEE 802.11ad (Rap-
paport [15]) use a Codebook-based beam switching technique to speed up the link
set-up. Fig.6.7 shows the 802.11ad BF terminology to explain how the spatial domain
is ”sectorized” for BF switching: Q-omni means quasi-omnidirectional pattern and
HR Beam means High-Resolution Beams. In a nutshell, a set of orthogonal patterns,
corresponding to a set of orthogonal BF weights, are collected in a Codebook and
used efficiently to scan sequentially the communication space, Singh [202].

FIGURE 6.7: BF Switching beams terminology.

For example, the IEEE 802.11ad specifies a BF search protocol in three phases
(Fig.6.8):

• Sector Level Sweep (SLS): the SLS phase is a coarse procedure where the trans-
mit and receive antennas use quasi-omnidirectional patterns to select the best
transmit and optionally receive antenna sector.

• Beam Refinement Phase (BRP): once the best sector pair is identified, the beam
refinement phase trains the transmit and receive antenna arrays to select a
beam pattern pair with finer beamwidths.

• Beam Tracking (BT): the optional beam tracking phase is employed during
data transmission to adjust for channel changes.
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FIGURE 6.8: 802.11ad BF protocol.

The training packets are transmitted using the low power low rate MCS (e.g.
control PHY mode) ensuring reliable communication required to establish the initial
link. However, the set-up is not free from well-known Hidden or Exposed Node
problem, [199]. The station (STA) that trigger the BF training is called the initiator,
and the recipient is the responder. The SLS involves initiator sector sweep (ISS),
responder sector sweep (RSS), sector sweep feedback (SS-FB), and sector sweep ac-
knowledgment (SS-ACK). During SLS phase, the transmitter sends training pack-
ets from pre-defined sectors. The receiving antenna remains in an omnidirectional
mode and after measuring the signal strength (e.g. SNR) across all sectors, it pro-
vides the sector sweep feedback to the transmitter, indicating the sector with max-
imum received signal strength. BRP iteratively trains the transmitter and receiver
sides to refine the beams found during the SLS. BRP includes setup, the optional
multiple sector ID (MID) detection (Prasad [203]) and beam combining (BC) sub-
phases. A set of fine (high resolution) pairs with fair link qualities, inside and within
the proximity of the best sector identified during the SLS phase, are tested during
the BRP. The MID sub-phase could be optionally incorporated to perform receive
side training. The BC sub-phase is used to limit the number of refined beams to be
tested during BRP with an objective to reduce delay. After completion of the SLS
and BRP phases, the best refined beam pair is used for transmission. However, this
link is susceptible to variations in channel conditions. The BT phase uses training
sequences which are appended to payload data packets for channel estimation, to
adjust for channel variations in the aftermath of SLS phase and BRP.

So, the whole multi-stage procedure of BF Search and Tracking should be run
on demand or pro-actively depending on the possible propagation scenario and net-
work topology, aiming at the minimum computational effort (e.g. overhead) due
to the stringent time constraints in setting up multi-Gbps communication links. As
reported by Kutty [204], considering antennas with 64 elements, 4 sectors and 128
beams, the number of steps involved in the 802.11ad protocol is equal to 561 only,
with respect to 16384 steps needed for the entire ”brute-force” exhaustive search.
It is worth reminding that Beam Search protocols can be too slow when beams are
very narrow, and might fail to promptly react upon fast channel changes, e.g. due to
abrupt human blockage or terminal movement. Regardless the specific implemen-
tation, codebook-BF switching protocols can be expected to perform well in static
condition, where it should run just once at radio link set up. On the contrary, some
doubts may arise about its effectiveness in a time variant channel or when many
users are served by the same BS or AP, requesting access to the channel randomly
in time. For instance, in large and crowded scenarios where moving people or other
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moving objects may suddenly block paths, thus triggering a new Beam Search. In
presence of frequent and unpredictable blocking occurrence, the tracking algorithm
should be run over and over again, to the detriment of the overall system perfor-
mance.
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Chapter 7

mmWaves Beamforming

7.1 A Study on mmWaves Multi-User indoor Beamforming
based on Measurements and Ray Tracing

7.1.1 Introduction

Time variant or multi-user scenarios still represent open issues concerning adaptive
BF strategies, Kountouris [205], Jun [206], Hu [207]. In fact, existing BF protocols
are likely to be impractical when a large number of (mobile) users must be taken
into account. Further investigations on multi-user BF (MU-BF) seem therefore still
necessary before international standardization bodies and institutions come up with
robust and well-performing MU-BF algorithms. From a wireless propagation per-
spective, this entails the need for a deeper insight into the directional characteristics
of the mmWaves channel, especially for MU-BF performance.

Such problems are addressed here through 3D directional channel measurement
carried out in a small office environment in the 70 GHz band and Ray Tracing (RT)
simulations. In particular, measured and simulated SINR distributions are com-
puted and compared for different number of active users (NAU) and for three BF
strategies, ranging from a basic solution where the antennas are simply oriented
along the transmitter (TX) - receiver (RX) direction, to a cooperative policy where
an exhaustive search for the best SINR determines antennas steering. Both BF at TX
side-only and joint bi-directional BF (i.e. applied to TX and RX) are considered.

Finally, ”RT-assisted MU-BF” is also explored as a way to use RT prediction not
only to assess benefits and drawbacks of different BF strategies, but also to con-
tribute to drive the beam-searching process therefore speeding-up the time-consuming
CSI estimation procedure.

For the sake of generality and simplicity, specific antenna-array topologies are
not considered. Rather, the directive antenna pattern of the circular horn antenna
used for the measurements is chosen as the reference pattern, and its main lobe is
simply, pointed toward different directions to simulate different beam-steering so-
lutions, without changing the radiation pattern. Since antennas HPBW is equal to
15°, it approximately corresponds to a broad-side array of few hundreds of isotropic
elements, but of course the effect of side lobes (e.g. Beam Squint) and of polarization
degradation of real arrays is not considered.

7.1.2 Concept and scope of the work

Multiuser indoor beamforming is investigated through a double-track, simulated /
experimental approach following the general scheme sketched in Fig.7.1. The direc-
tional properties of propagation at 70GHz have been first explored by means of mea-
surements carried out with the channel sounder (CS) already described in chapter
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(5) and then with 3D RT predictions. The measured / simulated Power Angle Pro-
files (PAP) provided by the directional channel estimation are exploited to perform
MU-BF system-level simulations based on multiple user-positions in the considered
office scenario where beam steering is enforced using three different strategies: Ra-
dial, Best-S and Best-SINR schemes, as described later on. The considered BF strate-
gies are compared for different number of users in terms of overall SINR statistical
distributions.

In the measurement track (on the left in Figure) the beam-steering decision al-
gorithm makes use of the measured channel PAP for the beam-searching phase and
the SINR performance statistics are also derived from the measured channel. In the
simulation track (on the right in Figure) the beam-steering decision algorithm makes
use of a RT-simulated channel PAP, and the SINR statistics are also derived from the
RT-simulated channel. By comparing the measurement- and the simulation-track
performance, RT can be regarded as a suitable propagation model for BF system sim-
ulation (BF simulation validation). This is different from assessing RT as a propaga-
tion prediction tool (e.g. propagation validation). Furthermore, a mixed solution is
also considered (box at the bottom, center of Figure), where beam steering is driven
- at least partly - by the RT prediction but the SINRs performance statistics are com-
puted using the measured PAPs, since the measured data are the closest information
with respect to reality. This case corresponds to studying a so-called RT-assisted BF
technique, where the system partly or totally skips the beam-searching phase and
relies on embedded RT-prediction to find the optimum beam steering solution for
each users location configuration.

FIGURE 7.1: Logical block scheme describing the adopted methodol-
ogy for the analysis and assessment of MU-BF capabilities.
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7.1.3 mmWaves Channel measurement

The measurement scenario is the same scenario already seen in chapter (5) with
small changes: 6 receiver (RX) and 2 transmitter (TX) positions are included, and
now, as sketched in Fig.7.2, respectively, TX1 sweeps along [-75°, 75°] of elevation
and [-15°, 75°] of azimuth, TX2 sweeps along [-75°, 75°] of elevation and [-75°, 75°]
of azimuth (AOD) and RX sweeps along [0°, 360°] of azimuth (AOA), with 15°of res-
olution. CS measured data are stored as complex Channel Impulse Response (CIR)
and collected for every RX over a discrete predefined set of BF directions. Although
the angle step has been chosen exactly equal to the antennas HPBW (15°) to avoid
overlapping, the BF beams cannot be considered orthogonal. Finally, measured data
are collected for every pair of TX/RX pointing directions. The 6 different RX posi-
tions have been measured one by one sequentially using a wheeled mobile cabinet
supporting the CS RX unit and all the data have been gathered to create the multi
user data set.

FIGURE 7.2: Picture of the room with overlaid measurement set-up
for Tx1 and Rx1.

According to the set-up, the number of possible BF choices is given by the dis-
crete set of pointing directions, equal to 11x11 AOD for TX2 and 11x5 AOD for TX1,
and 24 AOA for any RX. We focus mostly on results with synthetized omnidirec-
tional RX, i.e. the power received over the 24 RX angular slots is summed up to form
an omnidirectional azimuthal diagram. In practice, this means that BF is performed
only at TX side, and it is named ”mono-directional BF” (or ”mono-BF”) in the fol-
lowing. This is a reasonable assumption considering the capabilities of today access
points, with respect to those of mobile or tablet devices. In case the RX antenna di-
rectivity has also to be considered, the beam search procedure must be performed
over both the TX and the RX, at the same time. This case is named ”bidirectional-
BF” (or ”bi-BF”) in the following. Practically speaking, the BF with mono-BF is less
expensive, faster and easier to implement with respect to the bi-BF.
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7.1.4 BF System simulation

System-level simulations take into account exhaustively all the possible configura-
tions of the NAU active users (AU) in the small-office environment, i.e. a sequence of
different ”drops” is considered. Each drop considers a different arrangement of the
NAU RXs over n possible locations, where n=6. The overall number of combination
of course amounts to the binomial coefficient n over NAU . After that, the best set of
beam orientations (i.e. the best BF solution) is then selected according to different
criteria as described in the following section.

7.1.5 SDMA BF Schemes

For each RX location drop, a Beam Search is performed all over the angular discrete
set to achieve the best BF solution, i.e. the best set of NAU beams, according to 3
different techniques:

• Radial BF method: a non-cooperative solution where the antennas radiation
lobes are simply steered towards the TX-RX direction for each active link. This
scheme is clearly very simple but requires an indoor localization technology.
Clearly, Beam Search is actually not necessary in this case, since the antennas
steering just depends on their positions, without any need for the spatial scan-
ning.

• Best-S BF method: the beam search is based on the received power (S) level,
regardless of interference. Practically, a feasible solution can exploit an uplink
channel state information (CSI) feedback to inform the TX about the received
power from all AU. An ”oracle-based” solution is considered for the sake of
simplicity for all the MU-BF simulations, meaning that the CSI is assumed
known on the base of measurements or RT simulations.

• Best-SINR BF method: is an interference-aware, cooperative beam-search so-
lution based on the ratio between received power (S) and interference levels
(I). In this case, the price to pay is a more challenging CSI estimation, which
may lead to large overhead or time consuming signaling. An ”oracle-based”
solution is considered also here for the sake of simplicity.

In summary, in the simulations an exhaustive beams optimization is repeated
for all possible RX location drops and all the possible beam orientations, in order to
identify the best set of the NAU beams for each of the proposed techniques.

7.1.6 Beam Search Optimization

In a MU scenario, a high aggregate throughput represents a major goal for an effec-
tive BF technique. At the same time, unbalanced SINR distributions should be also
avoided, in view of a ”fairness principle” that should be granted to the active users.
For example, a BF solution generating similar SINR levels should be preferred to
another with the same average SINR but different (unbalanced) SINR levels for the
different users. Therefore, the best BF solution should be selected so that the SINR
values experimented by the different NAU users are as high as possible, and also
as balanced as possible. In order to accomplish this target, the Beam Search Opti-
mization method proposed here aims at finding the BF solution - i.e. the best set of
NAU beam steering directions, indicated with ψ which maximizes the metric ρψ , as
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defined below. In fact, referring to the mono-BF case for the sake of simplicity, this
concept can be expressed in formulas as:

Eq. 7.1.

where the best BF solution ψ is selected among the set Ψ which is the collection
of all the possible NAU-ples of beam steering angles: for example, considering the
TX2 location of the measurements with mono-BF, the searching domain Ψ is formed
by the (11x11)NAU possible cases, and the best solution ψ is selected among them
so that the parameter ρψ is maximized. In Eq.7.2, average SINR and SINR standard
deviation are computed as:

Eq. 7.2.

where SINRψ is defined as the ratio between the useful signal (S) and the inter-
ference from the signals steered towards the remaining NAU -1 users (plus noise),
for the considered solution. This procedure is repeated for each RX drop. The same
optimization equations hold for Best-S method, simply substituting the SINR val-
ues with the S values. Due to memory limitations, a maximum of 4 AU has been
considered for the mono-BF case, and of 2 AU for the bi-BF case.

7.1.7 Case Study

In order to investigate the performances of beam Search Optimization schemes (Best-
S, Best-SINR and RAD) for SDMA, a preliminary case study has been done, respec-
tively for 2 (RX5 and RX6), 3 (RX3, RX5 and RX6) and 4 AU (RX2, RX3, RX5 and
RX6), with omnidirectional radiation pattern at the RX side. For the case study is
considered the TX2 located over the table in the middle of the office, as this position
exhibits a wider angle allowing a higher degree of freedom in beam steering. The
receivers taken into account for the case study are placed symmetrically with respect
to the table in front of TX2.

In Fig.7.3, results of the BF procedure are graphically shown for the Best-SINR
and Best-S schemes respectively, for NAU=3, while in Fig.7.4 results are reported for
NAU=4. In Table 7.1 the corresponding values of SINR and AOD for each receiver
are reported for the case of two, three and four AU.

In case of 3 AU Best-SINR scheme schedules RX6 and RX3 along LOS paths and
RX5 towards a single-bounce reflection on the wall. This choice avoids possible
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interference from RX3 onto RX6, steering the beams in directions that are as inde-
pendent as possible, at the same time keeping both SINR levels above 6 dB (Table
7.1). On the other hand, neglecting the interference (Best-S scheme) results in very
poor SINR at RX6 equal to -0.8 dB (Table 7.1), due to the negative contribution from
RX3 NLOS path coming from the windows wall, when considering the strongest
path (Best-S). By comparing the figures, it is clear that the strongest path for RX3 is
not the LOS path, but the NLOS single bounce path. This behavior can be explained
highlighting that TX2 and RX3, as all the considered receivers, are not at the same
height: receivers are at lower height than the transmitter. Due to this link config-
uration the shape of the radiation diagram in the vertical plane, strongly affect the
value of the received power.

FIGURE 7.3: Rx6, Rx5 and Rx3 (3 AU) served by TX2 according to
Best-SINR (blue) and Best-S (red) BF method with mono-BF.

FIGURE 7.4: Rx6, Rx5, Rx3 and Rx2 (4 AU) served by TX2 according
to Best-SINR (blue) and Best-S (red) BF method with mono-BF.

When NAU=4, the Best-SINR scheme (Fig.7.4) converges to adopt an SDMA so-
lution equal to the RAD path for every receiver, so dividing efficiently the users in
four distinct sectors, taking advantage of the room size. Conversely, Best-S scheme
reaches a different configuration where both RX6 and RX2 are currently interfered
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by the signals directed towards RX3 and RX5, respectively. Rx6 obtains a SINR level
of -2.6 dB and RX2 of -1.3 dB. In this configuration, although the room multipath of-
fers feasible NLOS chances for SDMA, the lack of control on interference may cause
a significant drop in SINR performance, highlighting that indoor multipath plays
a key role in the fundamental understanding of the BF procedure, especially when
multiple users are involved.

Table 7.1: SINR and AOD values of the case study.

7.1.8 Results

After performing BF simulations based on double-directional channel measurements,
all results were collected and SINR statistics (mean and standard deviation) over
different RX positions realizations for different BF methods, as reported in Table 7.2.
Best-SINR and RAD show the highest mean SINR, whereas Best-S has worse per-
formance. Going from NAU=2 to NAU=4 with Omni RX, the mean SINR decreases
by nearly 7dB due to higher interference. TX2 results are generally better because
TX1, being the corner of the room, has half the field of view (FOV) over the en-
vironment than TX2 and therefore less headroom for BF to achieve a good space
division. An interesting result is the lower standard deviation achieved by the opti-
mized BF schemes (Best-S and Best-SINR) compared to the RAD, because the former
schemes are designed to achieve fairness too. In particular, the standard deviation
of Best-SINR is up to 5dB lower than RAD standard deviation for mono-directional-
BF (mono-BF) and bidirectional-BF (bi-BF), respectively. Furthermore, including the
realistic SINR data into Shannon channel-capacity formula on average 3 bps/Hz, 4
bps/Hz and 6 bps/Hz for NAU=4, 3 and 2, respectively, are achieved by only using
best-SINR mono-BF SDMA, without other division or coding schemes.
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Table 7.2: SINR statistics.

Fig.7.5 shows the Cumulative Distribution Functions of the SINR over all RX lo-
cations drops for the best-SINR case and Tx2. Solid curves are for 3AU SDMA and
dashed lines for 4 AU SDMA. The RAD CDFs can achieve a SINR of 18dB and 24dB
outperforming best-SINR but in a limited set of cases, due to the absence of control
on SINR fairness. Therefore, especially for LOS and small environment, a complex
beam search algorithm could be a waste of resources and accurate localization infor-
mation might be enough to achieve good results.

FIGURE 7.5: Comparison of SINR CDFs for different beamforming
schemes (TX2, mono-BF).

In Fig. 7.6, the comparison of mono-BF and bi-BF SINR CDFs is shown for TX2
with 2AUs. Bi-BF attains a SINR gain of about 15dB with respect to mono-BF thanks
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to the combined space-selectivity of the directive beams at both TX and RX. Basi-
cally, by performing BF at both link-ends, best-SINR can benefit from a huge number
of degrees of freedom ((11x11x24)2 beam-steering combinations) to achieve low-
interference links. Of course, further investigations are necessary to confirm this
conclusion for different scenarios such as large, crowded or dynamic environments.

FIGURE 7.6: Comparison of mono-directional and bi-directional
beamforming SINR CDFs (TX2).

7.1.9 BF performance based on channel Ray Tracing simulation

Beamforming simulations have been consistently repeated based on the RT-simulated
double-directional channel. Results are shown in Fig.7.7 where the RT-based SINR
CDFs (dotted lines) are shown to match quite well the measurement-based SINR
CDFs (solid lines) for 2, 3 and even 4 AU.

As shown in Table 7.3, the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the RT-based BF
simulations SINR with respect to measurement-based BF simulations is about 3dB.
By increasing the number of AUs the RMSE raises slightly by 1-2dB. Regardless of
the considered BF scheme, the RMSE is always kept below 5dB and this confirms that
RT represents a valid multidimensional radio channel model and therefore a reliable
tool to test advanced beamforming or MIMO schemes that exploit multidimensional
propagation characteristics.

However, by computing AOD pointing errors between measurement-based and
RT-based BF directions for the reference Best-SINR, mono-BF technique, we found a
mean error of about 20°and a maximum standard deviation of 30°in Azimuth e 50°in
Elevation, due to two reasons: the first is that the considered environment, even
though in LOS, is a challenging scenario for SDMA technique, and therefore, even
small deviations in the simulated directional channel can cause big changes in terms
of SINR and also optimal steering direction; the second reason is that while the prob-
lem is well conditioned in terms of useful signal S (i.e. the S value for the optimum
pointing found by RT-based BF is close to that found with measurement-based BF)
this is not true for the interference I. Probably, the interference is highly dependent
on secondary, multiple-bounce paths and secondary antenna pattern lobes which
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are not accurately described in RT simulation. In particular, the RT antenna is de-
scribed using 3D pattern reconstruction from 2D radiation patterns, and secondary
off-axis lobes are subject to interpolation errors. Consequently the significant in-
terference error directly generates a significant SINR errors, indeed. By computing
RT-measurements errors separately for received power (S) and interference (I) at op-
timum pointing, we found a mean error of 2dB and a standard deviation of 2dB for
the S but a mean error of 6dB and a standard deviation of 10dB for the I.

FIGURE 7.7: SINR CDF Comparison between measurements and sim-
ulations with 2AU, 3AU and 4AU with TX2 Mono-BF, Best-SINR

method.

Table 7.3: BF based on RT-simulation channel versus BF based on CS-
measured channel: overall SINR RMSE.
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Furthermore, to comprehend the complexity of the problem, it is worth notic-
ing that SINR results (e.g. power values) are not strictly correlated to AOD results
(e.g. angular values) due to the variability introduced by the multipath, meaning
that an equivalent SINR level can be found using two completely different beam ori-
entations since the number of beam-steering combinations is exponential with the
number of users. This an interesting general fact not to be underrated in network
optimization with BF-based radio access.

7.1.10 RT-driven and RT-assisted BF

The next step is represented by the concept of RT-driven / assisted BF, where RT is
used for radio channel prediction to replace or assist the beam searching phase. Note
that real-time RT prediction on today computing platforms in limited indoor envi-
ronments can be performed probably faster than physical beam-search technique
based on channel sounding and feed-back loop, also because only major, single-
or double-bounce paths can be considered. Moreover, RT prediction can even be
carried out off-line by dividing the environment into pixels, pre-computing double-
directional channel information for ever couple of pixels representing possible ter-
minal locations and storing the result into a look-up table. It is worth mentioning
that RT-driven / assisted BF requires the knowledge of the TX/RX position to per-
form RT predictions within the system. The concept is evaluated for the Best-SINR
mono-BF case, performing the following steps for each RX location drop:

the Best-SINR BF method is run based on the measured channel in order to iden-
tify within the set of all possible BF solutions Ψ, the optimum solution ψ, i.e. the set
of NAU beams that achieve the best global performance metric ρψ from equations 7.1
- 7.2 based on the measured channel:

Eq.7.3

then, the parameter ρ is computed based on the RT-predicted channel for all
possible beam-steering solutions (i.e. sets of NAU beams chosen over the discrete
angular set), and the ρ values are then sorted in descending order. The first solution
in the ”ranking” list is therefore the Best SINR BF solution based on RT, named φ,
i.e. the solution that achieve the best ρφ based on the simulated channel.

Eq. 7.4

RT-driven BF

Beamforming is assumed here to rely completely on RT to figure out the BF solu-
tion for each RX locations drop. To evaluate this technique, we compute ρ as per-
formance metric, using the measured channel instead of the RT-simulated channel,
named ρφ

(M): the subscript and the superscript indicate that the BF solution is found
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using RT but the performance metric is evaluated using the measured channel, re-
spectively. Then we compute the error as it follows:

Eq. 7.5

Such error indicates how much worse the RT-driven BF solution is with respect
to the BF solutions that could be derived from the real (measured) channel. Looking
at Table 7.4 (first two columns), unfortunately results are not very good, with a 50th
percentile error of about 6dB and a 90th percentile equal or greater than 9dB in terms
of ρ. Therefore by using RT to directly pilot BF it is possible to suffer from an average
SINR degradation of about 6dB with respect to an exhaustive BF search based on
the real channel, at least in a challenging small-indoor environment such as the one
considered.

RT-assisted BF

This technique instead is based on two stages: first, RT is used to restrict the beam-
searching angular set to a limited domain and then the actual beam-searching is
performed over the restricted angular domain on the base of the measured channel.
If the restricted angular domain contains the ψ solution then there is no performance
degradation with respect to the exhaustive search, but beam-searching time is dras-
tically reduced. During the first stage, for each RX drop, a BF solution subset is
extracted from the RT-derived ranking list described before, by selecting all solu-
tions with a ρ within a margin of 3dB of degradation with respect to ρφ. Then, Best
SINR beam-searching is run over this restricted set of solutions based on the mea-
sured channel to single out the best one. Error statistics are derived in the same way
as for RT-driven BF.

Results shown in Table 7.4 (last two columns) show that by doing so the error
Eρ is more than halved, with an error of about 3dB with respect to the exhaustive
search, approximately. Moreover, considering that the restricted ranking list found
during the first stage always includes less than 100 BF solutions, the overall search
domain for the second stage is reduced by a factor of at least 150 and 17700 for
NAU=2 and NAU=3, respectively, with a proportional dramatic reduction of beam-
searching time. Even though this is a limited case of study, this solution is very
promising.

All considered it can be concluded that, while double-direction RT prediction is
not accurate enough to directly pilot beam-steering in a small indoor environment, it
can still be an effective tool to help the BF algorithm to find the an effective solution
in a short time.
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Table 7.4: RT- driven / -assisted BF Error Eρ statistics.

7.2 Ray-Tracing-Based mm-Wave Multi-Beam Beamforming
Assessment

7.2.1 Introduction

Considering the reliability of good results provided by the Ray Tracing tool in chap-
ter (4) for detailed Item-Level e.m. characterization and scattering tuning, in chapter
(5) for double directional multi-dimensional radio channel evaluation and now for
BF applications in indoor environment, a further study on advanced BF schemes is
proposed in the following through only RT simulations.

Ray Tracing (RT) simulator is used to investigate RT-assisted BF techniques at
60GHz in terms of power-interference-ratio, (e.g. SINR distribution), in a reference
indoor environment (7x10x3 meter), where different communications are assumed
to be divided through space-division only (i.e. SDMA), [208], [209]. In particular,
a novel Multi-Beam BF (MBF) technique is proposed where BF is simultaneously
performed on the strongest paths in order to exploit the intrinsic space diversity of
the multipath channel and improve robustness versus abrupt channel changes, as
human blockage (HB).

7.2.2 Simulation scenario and set-up

The simulation environment is represented in Figure 7.8. It is an ideal indoor sce-
nario, with a long corridor and two offices, furnished with wooden desks and metal
cupboards (i.e. metallic cabinets). Internal walls which separate the offices are made
of thin-plasterboard so that the signal can propagate into the offices, but the metal
cupboards randomly placed against the walls create strong NLOS conditions in sev-
eral spots, shadowing some areas. The AP (TX) is mounted on the ceiling in the
corridor, whereas 24 RX locations per office are deployed on a grid, to sample the
tested space regularly.

The transmitting antenna at AP is a 12x12 planar array of patch radiators with
20dB of Gain, transmitting an overall Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP)
of 40dBm, compliant with the power limit fixed by the current international regula-
tions as ETSI [210] and CEPT [211]. Omnidirectional antennas are considered at the
RX, for sake of simplicity, letting only the TX to be able to perform BF.

In order to investigate the statistical properties of the Carrier to Interference plus
Noise Ratio (CINR), one user RX per office has been considered, and an other RX
interferer has been moved over all the remaining locations, as in Fig.7.9. Multiple re-
alizations of the whole process are taken into account according to a static, snapshot
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simulation approach. For sake of simplicity the CINR values have been obtained
assuming the AWGN noise floor fixed to -100 dBm/Hz and considering only the
power of the carrier at 60GHz. Simulations are carried out at only single-frequency
60GHz with no bandwidth.

FIGURE 7.8: 2D map of the considered scenario for BF assessment.

FIGURE 7.9: Graphical representation of user RX2 and interferer
RX14.
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7.2.3 Different BF Strategies

Three major BF solutions have been investigated, as well as in the previous study.
The case of RX6 has been taken as example:

• Radial BF: assuming perfect indoor localization available for each (TX, RX)
pair, a radiation pattern with a single beam steered towards the AOD of radial
direction TX-RX (irrespective of the presence of possible obstruction) is con-
sidered at the TX array. In the following Fig.7.10 all the power directed to RX6
is wasted on the metal cabinet.

FIGURE 7.10: Radial BF for RX6: a) 2D map, the red arrow indicates
the BF pointing; b) normalized radiation pattern at TX.

• Single BF: the strongest paths are determined through RT simulation (e.g. RT-
assisted BF) with isotropic antenna and then the TX main beam is steered to-
ward the AOD of the path yielding the best CINR value at the user. In Fig.7.11
about NLOS RX6, with respect to the radial method, a single-order reflection
(see Fig.7.13) off the bottom wall is exploited to overcome the cabinet obstruc-
tion.

FIGURE 7.11: Single BF for RX6: a) 2D map, the red arrow indicates
the BF pointing; b) normalized radiation pattern at TX.

• Multi BF: the TX, as well as in SBF, retrieves the channel information from
RT simulations, as starting point, but in this case chooses (according to a pre-
determined number called Beams Order (BO)) a set of best directions, where
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the propagation conditions are favorable. The result is an overall pattern with
multiple beams that point to different directions, covering more angles and
creating more paths for the signal, in order to achieve indeed Spatial Diver-
sity. This method is for Single-User BF only. In case of rays stopped along
the primary path by a walking person, all the other rays, that follow different
propagation routes, could sustain the link quality avoiding dramatic power
drops and reducing the whole outage probability. See Fig.7.12 for RX6 with
BO=4 and Fig.7.13 with BO=2, as examples.

FIGURE 7.12: Multi BF for RX6: a) 2D map, the red arrow indicates
the 4 directions of BF; b) normalized radiation pattern at TX with 4

beams combined.

FIGURE 7.13: Example of Multi-beam BF with 2 beams. The radia-
tion lobes are steered towards the directions of departure of the two

strongest paths.

7.2.4 Multi-Beam Beamforming

In addition to traditional steering techniques (SBF), in multi-beam solutions (MBF)
the availability of multiple beams opens more degrees of freedom in the BF proce-
dure because each beam can be weighted with respect to the others, balancing the
power allocation in the end, Sun [212]. As shown in the following, the total radia-
tion pattern (Ftot) derives from a linear combination of single radiation pattern (Fj),
Balanis[51]:
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Eq. 7.6

Each radiation pattern can be combined numerically by a scalar weight called pj
balancing in a non-uniform way the power distributed on the considered beams. A
graphical example of a 2 beams merged together with weights p1 and p2 is given in
Fig.7.14.

FIGURE 7.14: Example of linear beams combining with BO=2. The
partial and total antenna radiation patterns are plotted with normal-

ized amplitude in dBi.

Similarly to MRC scheme for RX diversity, the choice of the weights at TX side
can be carried out allocating power where it is worth, according to the radio channel
conditions (predicted by the RT here). This is performed according to Eq.7.7: the
weight pj is computed taken into account the received power, collected from all the
rays outcoming from the j-th beam, and the total amount of power emitted by the
TX. In this manner, the weight p is meant to be proportional to the channel gains
experienced by the rays which travel along the paths related to the BO MBF beams.
In the context of multi-beam BF, it is worth reminding that all of this is possible
thanks to RT tool which enables the CSI estimation of the indoor radio channel.

Eq. 7.7

The trade-off of this simple beams weighting scheme is essentially given by the
amount of spatial diversity versus the level of CINR received at RX side. For exam-
ple if all the weights p are unitary we obtain BO beams with no amplitude difference
(i.e. Equal Gain Combining) and so achieving the maximum diversity in the spatial
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domain. Otherwise we can make some of the beams ”stronger or weaker” with re-
spect to the others, till reaching the extreme case where the MBF degenerates into
the SBF and so no diversity is involved.

Moreover, Multi-BF scheme is also suitable for ’a priori’ Equalization processing,
as outlined by Dupleich [213]: after RT simulation, TX selects the BO best AODs
and focus the power towards these directions. Usually, at RX the rays come from
different AOAs and with different delays too. The exploited multipath by means
of Multibeams BF is indeed not completely under control because there is no con-
structive sum at receiver of signal replicas (i.e. the CINR is not maximized multi-
dimensionally). Therefore, a re-alignment procedure in time and phase (i.e. pre-
equalization, at TX side) is proposed, as explained in Fig.7.15.

FIGURE 7.15: Qualitative schematic of MBF with pre-Equalization.

TX shall manage the signal in time sending different delayed versions of it into
the BF blocks such that all the rays with AOD inside the considered beams could
arrive at the same time at RX side. For example with BO equal to 3, (Fig.7.15), the
TX orders the beams in terms of delays: the first beam, called A, that is related to
the slowest rays -and of course to the longest paths- the second intermediate one,
that is C, and in the end, the third one, called B, related to the fastest rays. Setting
a precise clock and calculating the differences among the three beams rays delays
the TX sends the signal in postponed instants. This technique is a complete space-
time processing strictly based deterministic RT predictions with a huge level of com-
plexity. For sake of completeness, nevertheless, it is possible to think about a more
complete equalization that could take into account even the polarization where the
polarization of the field emitted through the different beams can be similarly a priori
modified in order to provide a strong polarization matching at the RX.

7.2.5 Results

In Fig.7.16 the mean value of the CINR, computed for each of the 24 locations is
reported for the three BF techniques.
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FIGURE 7.16: CINR values for different RX locations and BF solu-
tions.

In fig.7.16, the performance are strongly location-dependent, since multipath is
strictly related to the position of the receiver in the specific environment (e.g. RX6
and RX12 suffer from strong-NLOS conditions). The radial BF strategy of course
poorly performs for NLOS receivers, while the single BF is the best solution in most
cases, comparably to MBF with 2beams.

This fact can be explained by observing results in Fig.7.17, where the cumulative
distribution (CDF), (collecting all simulations over the RX positions), of the power
intensity differences between the 1st (strongest) path and the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th
paths, respectively, are plotted.

FIGURE 7.17: CDFs of the difference between the rays intensity.

For 80% of the rays the power gap, with respect to the 1st ray power level, is
about 10dB for the second ray, 12.5dB for the third, 14dB for the fourth one and even
17.5dB for the fifth. In the considered environment there is always a dominant path
towards which all the available power for transmission can be directed. This is in
line with usual propagation considerations in indoor scenario for lower frequencies
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where beyond a few strongest paths all the others are likely to be 10 or 20dB lower.
This consideration is valid in general for all office-like environments with plaster-
board walls.

Said that, performance of multi-BF may downgrade in particular if the power is
uniformly distributed over all beams. This behavior is due to the fast reduction of
the ray intensity with the increasing order of rays (Fig.7.17), therefore the radiated
power in the direction of the 3rd and of the 4th ray is basically wasted in most cases.
In order to limit power waste toward ”useless directions”, a non-uniform distribu-
tion of power can be implemented, according to MRC, as defined before.

In Fig.7.18, a preliminary implementation of the MBF pre-Equalization (Fig.7.15)
is demonstrated. In details, the average values of CINR are reported corresponding
to an allocated power for each beam proportional to the associated path gain (in
accordance with the MRC algorithm). Results show the slight improvement of the
MRC solution with respect to the uniform power distribution (red and green bar
chart, left and right in Fig.7.18).

FIGURE 7.18: Mean CINR values for the considered BF solutions and
for different power allocation across the lobes in MBF.

Simulations shown so far are all in static conditions, i.e. no mobility inside the
propagation environment is taken into account. Nevertheless, people may move in-
door, and therefore temporary partial/total obstruction of the rays may occur. In
order to estimate the robustness of the considered BF solution to unexpected block-
age, an additional loss of 30dB (representative of full human blockage) has been
added on the main radiation lobe. See chapter (2), section 2.3, Fig. 2.6.

The mean CINR value decreases for all the solutions, but the reduction is about
6dB less severe for MBF with respect to SBF. Of course this is due to the intrinsic
spatial diversity gain of the multi-BF schemes. Moreover, the more uniform the
power distribution among the beams, the larger the diversity gain and the stronger
system robustness to blockage impairment. In particular the reduction of the mean
CINR for a two-beam multi BF case with uniform distribution of power is equal to
12dB, while it is equal to 16dB for the MRC power distribution.

In conclusion there is a trade-off between performance in static conditions, which
would benefit from uneven power distribution among beams, and the capability to
cope with sudden unpredictable link obstruction, which would require a more uni-
form power distribution. The simple, radial solution is more insensitive to possible,
dynamic obstruction of the radial path than single BF. This can be explained consid-
ering that the additional human blockage loss is a real impairment only when the
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radial path is in LOS conditions, otherwise the latter extra attenuation is not signifi-
cant.

7.2.6 Preliminary Evaluation of Polarimetric Beamforming

Similarly, the same RT-BF system simulator has now been used to investigate the
performance of polarimetric BF schemes in terms of CINR in an indoor multi-user
environment, with a slight larger environment. The same office above (Fig.7.8-7.9)
has been replicated and stacked horizontally on the same floor of the ideal building.
Each office hosts a transmitter (TX) that can communicate with receivers placed in
several pre-fixed locations (green and red dots), i.e. it represents a cell of an indoor
cellular layout, as depicted Figure 7.19.

FIGURE 7.19: The 3 offices simulated scenario. Green dots are users
RXs, red dots are interferer RXs.

The same RR (e.g. SDMA beams) are assumed to be re-used within all the cells,
that is each cell is affected by the interference coming from the adjacent ones (i.e. 1
user RX and 2 RX interferers). The central office has been considered as the ”useful”
cell, and the adjacent ones act as interfering cell. In order to investigate the statistical
properties of the CINR, 24 pairs of receivers have been randomly generated inside
the two interfering cells for each RX in the central office in a Monte Carlo simulation,
as well as before.

Now, the main focus has been drawn onto the polarization characteristics of the
BF links, considering only vertically-polarized TX antenna array and simulating the
received CINR both with perfect polarization matching (using the same concept of
’a priori’ equalization explained, Fig. 7.15) and with random / uncontrolled polar-
ization case at the receiver (”unmatched" case). The CDF of the CINR has been then
computed for the different BF solutions in the matched / unmatched cases based
on the set of CINR values collected for each receiving location in the central office
and for the different, random positioning of the receivers in the adjacent cells. The
overall CDFs are shown in Fig.7.20 for the single and radial BF solution (solid and
dashed lines respectively) and for ”matched” and ”unmatched” polarization cases
(black and grey lines respectively).
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FIGURE 7.20: CDF of the mean CINR in the polarization matched and
unmatched cases, with radial and single BF schemes.

In presence of a prevailing received multipath contribution from the radial direc-
tion (LOS), the Single and the Radial BF solutions are of course coincident, leading
to unreal CINR values up to 60dB. On the contrary, if the radial direction is heavily
obstructed the CINR value may result very low (e.g. negative) with non-negligible
probability. Summarizing, Fig.7.20 shows that the Single BF approach exhibits a
greater robustness in the NLOS cases, due to the capability of radiating the transmit-
ted power in a more effective way. In terms of mean CINR value, the improvement
(e.g. right shift, roughly speaking) provided by the Single BF solution is equal to
about 8dB in both the matched and the unmatched cases.

FIGURE 7.21: CDF of the mean CINR for the NLOS receiving loca-
tions for the different polarization and BF cases.

This trend is further highlighted in Fig.7.21, where the CDFs have been limited
to the NLOS situations (e.g. RX6 ), only. It is evident that when the receivers are in
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NLOS condition a huge gain up to 30dB is obtained by steering the beam towards
the direction of the strongest path (Single BF) with respect to the radial BF case.

As far as the polarization issues are concerned, the capability of equalization may
clearly improve the system performance, keeping the CINR values always above
10dB and achieving an increase of the mean CINR value equal to about 9dB, in both
the Radial and the Single BF cases.

7.2.7 Ray Tracing Assisted Beamforming

The BF strategies introduced before clearly assume a thorough knowledge of the
directional characteristics of the radio channel, as well as the awareness of the po-
sition of the devices. This might open up new prospects, where ray-based radio
channel models such as RT could support the radio devices in the BF process, pi-
loting the ”decision-making” (totally or partially) thanks to reliable deterministic
predictions. It’s worth noticing that RT-based BF could naturally cope with fast and
sudden channel changes (e.g. abrupt human blockage), because once the stronger
paths have been tracked by the RT engine, their information could be easily stored
and remotely read, so that the beam(s) could be quickly re-arranged if needed, as
already outlined. Moreover, RT-assisted BF could be even faster than standard BF
solutions, provided that the paths tracking time in the RT tool is lower than (or at
least comparable to) the average time interval necessary to complete the exhaustive
search BF standard protocols. In order to perform a preliminary comparison, the
computation time required by RT simulations (same environment of Fig.7.19) are
shown in the following Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: RT simulation CPU time.

The above SW computation time (< 250 msec) refers to a standard laptop with no
special feature. However a drastic reduction up to two orders of magnitude in CPU
time can be achieved by properly parallelizing the algorithm and exploiting GPUs.
On the other hand, in Roh [18], a mmWaves BF prototype for 5G wireless systems
exhibits a beam searching time estimated equal to 45msec, where, nevertheless, the
beam scanning range has been limited to 60°in the horizontal plane and the HPBW is
equal to about 10°for each radiation pattern. Therefore, it can be argued that in case
of a full 3D scanning carried out with very narrow pencil-beams (i.e. HPBW of few
degrees) the beamforming time could rise up to some hundreds of msec, as well as
RT-based BF times shown here. Although further investigations are necessary, this
preliminary assessment might suggest that real time, RT-assisted BF is a promising
technique that deserves consideration.
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Final Conclusion

The features of incoming wireless systems beyond LTE, as 5G, have been outlined
in line with the International Telecommunication Union specifications (Ch1), moti-
vating the need to satisfy the raising demand of data rate and ubiquitous connec-
tivity by exploring new frequencies Above-6GHz, named cmWaves and mmWaves.
These new bands are currently under debate, opening new challenges for the wire-
less community. Novel propagation and channel modelling issues together with
massive multi-antenna systems design are today indeed under investigations for
Above-6GHz bands, as confirmed by many international research projects (Ch2).

In particular, ray-based radio channel models, as Ray Tracing, are drawing at-
tention with respect to stochastic models, due to their qualities as frequency-agility,
scenario-independence and spatial analysis predisposition. A Ray Tracing simula-
tion tool designed at University of Bologna has been explained in details and then
used to assess the radio channel properties Above-6GHz (Ch3).

Initially, two novel measurements methods for the electromagnetic characteri-
zations of construction material and common items have been described (Ch4), in
order to provide cm/mmWaves inputs data for the Ray Tracing tool. This item-level
characterization has been conducted firstly, exploiting the principle of Fabry-Perot
Resonance in wide-band measurement with Vector Network Analyzer around 7-
15GHz (Fig.4.8) and secondly, by using a 70GHz Channel Sounder with rotational
units in anechoic chamber, in collaboration with TU Ilmenau (Fig.4.11).

The first method only requires a simple fixed measurement setup without any
complicated calibration routine. It allows the independent determination of the real
and imaginary part of the complex permittivity without any post-processing op-
timization routine. Results of complex permittivity values around 7-15GHz have
been achieved for different material as Sandstone, Marble, Wood, Chipboard, Paper,
in agreement with the literature values, (Table 4.1). Theoretical formulation of the
Fabry-Perot resonance has shown good matching with measurement data for most
of the tested dielectrics (Fig.4.9).

The second method takes into account also the scattering and polarization prop-
erties of different tested objects (made of compound materials) as brick wall, mon-
itor, pot, bookshelf, music speaker, wooden panel, wooden cabinet, in order to cal-
ibrate the Ray Tracing tool at mmWaves. Item-level results (Tables 4.3-4.4) have
shown quite heavy obstruction losses with a specific attenuation approximately rang-
ing from 1 to 6dB/cm. For example penetration losses due to radio wave propa-
gation through a brick wall may be five times the corresponding value at 1GHz.
Moreover, surface roughness as well as inner unhomogeneities seems to foster cross-
polarization coupling, whereas on the contrary is reduced in presence of sharp,
structural protrusions and/or indentations on the item surface. With reference to
the scattering patterns (Fig.4.16), a backscattering lobe around the direction of spec-
ular reflection can be identified for most of the considered items, with an angular
amplitude mainly determined by the degree of surface irregularities. On the con-
trary, a forward scattering lobe cannot be always spotted out, since the power is
often uniformly widespread in the forward half-space.
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Thanks to the knowledge of both the electromagnetic characteristics of different
items and the main parameters of the single-lobe diffuse scattering model, multi-
dimensional simulations of in-room 70-GHz propagation (Fig.5.1) have been per-
formed using double directional Channel Sounder measurement, as radio channel
reference (Ch5). In particular, good Ray Tracing predictions have been achieved,
with a total received power Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) lower than 2dB, a
power angle profile Weighted-RMSE of about 3dB (Fig.5.6) and a RMS Delay Spread
percentage error of about 5% (Fig.5.9). Reflections contribute with more than 70%
of the NLOS received power, whereas diffuse scattering combined with other inter-
actions contributes with about 20 − 30% of the NLOS power. Reflection seems to
be the dominant propagation mechanism, whereas scattering is not negligible and
seems even slightly greater than at frequencies Below-6GHz, in the tested scenario
(Fig.5.11). Most of the strong multipath contributions come from the macro-structure
of the office, even though other interactions with smaller furnishings elements or
structural details are important, especially if made of metal.

Moving on, multi-antenna Systems, as MIMO and BF has been taken into consid-
eration for Above-6GHz frequencies assessment, focusing overall on Beamforming
Switching and Beam Search issues (Ch6). Modern hardware architecture, for sake of
completeness, are illustrated in Appendix, also.

Then, (Ch7), the Ray Tracing has been used to investigate advanced BF tech-
niques in terms of Signal-to-Noise-and-Interference-Ratio (SINR) in indoor multi-
user environment, where different communications are assumed to be divided through
space-division only.

Firstly, the impact of interference in Multi-User Beamforming network is as-
sessed using the same scenario and set-up of previous multidimensional mmWaves
radio channel characterization (Ch5). Three different Beamforming schemes, named
”Radial”, ”Best-S” and ”Best-SINR” are proposed and tested. Multi-User Beamform-
ing solutions, as Best-S, which do not take into account interference may fail to pro-
vide a good throughput to all the users. Instead, Best-SINR method overcomes all
the other achieving the best trade-off between data rate and fairness among the users
(Fig. 7.5). A noticeable 15dB of gain in SINR is obtained in case of joint Beamforming,
where also the receiver terminal is capable to scan the spatial domain (Fig. 7.6). Ray
Tracing Multi-User Beamforming simulations results are checked against Measure-
ments Multi-User Beamforming results, achieving good matching SINR distribution
(Fig. 7.7) and small predictions RMSE (Table 7.3). These exciting results have led to
the implementation of the novel concept of RT-assisted Beamforming, where Ray-
Tracing assists the Beamforming algorthims to speed up the Beam Search and Track-
ing procedure, indicating the directions where to allocate the beams for the commu-
nications. On average, a gap of 6dB of error has been found between RT-assisted
Beamforming and Measurements-based Beamforming, with promising insights for
future developments.

Secondly, further investigations on Beamforming have been performed at 60GHz
to tackle the issues related to the lack of LOS in indoor scenario. Several diversity
schemes, as the novel Multi-Beam BF (Fig.7.12-13), have been tested to provide valid
solutions to cope with disruptive NLOS events. Multi-Beam Beamforming performs
indeed almost as well as Single-Beam Beamforming, adding a diversity gain of up
to 10dB in case of human blockage on the dominant path.
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Appendix A

the Electronics Corner

Previous insights about multiple antennas techniques, as MIMO or Beamforming,
for Above-6GHz applications are described herein with a practical perspective in
terms of electronics, because Hardware (HW) still plays a very important key role
in today wireless communications, as outlined in chapters (2) and (6). For example,
increasing the number of antenna elements (e.g. massive MIMO) and also increas-
ing the frequency/bandwidth (e.g. Above-6GHz) result in new challenges for radio
terminals architectures, requiring the design of multiple RF chains at higher bands
trading-off between power efficiency, linearity and costs, Pozar [214].

Moreover, it is worth reminding that flaws in the antennas and RF circuits can
influence directly not only measurements or Over-The-Air (OTA) tests, but the chan-
nel model predictions also, even though the propagation does not change at all:
antenna elements coupling can create correlation among MIMO streams, spurious
emissions due to the saturation of power amplifier (PA) may impact on the interfer-
ence, or impedance coupling in the RF front-end can impair the BF network. These
are important points to be taken into account for reliable LLS simulation or on-field
measurement.

A.1 Above-6GHz Hw challenges

Now the question is: is the actual state-of-the-art electronics ready to fully sup-
port the implementation of multiple-antenna cm/mmWaves devices? The whole
picture is still not clear but it can be captured only broadening the focus from the
propagation and communication point of view, to assess practically the feasibility of
cm/mmWaves system.

New Hw challenges are indeed listed in the following:

• carrier frequency raised up 100x, from 1 GHz up to 100 GHz.

• bandwidth larger than 100 MHz, up to 2 GHz.

• data rate from hundreds of Mbps to tens of Gbps.

• parallel RF chains from 2 up to 32. (even more with Carrier Aggregation).

• more energy efficiency, less power consumption.

• advanced (parallel) digital processing for DSP and multiple RF chains.
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A.2 Above-6GHz Hw issues

The above challenges pone several issues for good HW design, due to the novel use
of Above-6GHz bands, as reported by Rappaport in [215] and [15]. Many problems
are still open, [22].

• Power: power consumption is likely to be the most important parameter being
cause of significant constraint scaling up the number of RF chains. Concerning
watts in communications it is necessary at the User Equipment (e.g. UE) side,
to save battery and even more at the Base Transceiver Station (e.g. eNB) to re-
duce electricity bills cost for TLC network operators, Auer [216]. Especially PA
using multi-carrier modulation as OFDM could come across linearity prob-
lems, expressed in terms of Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) or Power-
Added-Efficiency (PAE), for example, Dunsmore [217]. Besides improving the
kind of modulation, techniques as Envelope Tracking o Digital-Pre-Distorsion
can be used to mitigate this problem. Moreover, power means heat to be dis-
sipated, also. The design of circuits with multiple RF chains require noticeable
integration of thermal and power dissipation models for the entire RF front-
end.

• Non-linearity: all RF electronics is based on non-linearity to convert and mix
signals. Let’s think about oscillators that from DC power create RF signal.
The negative drawback is that non-linearity corrupt the useful information
changing the phase and amplitude (and even the spectrum) of any waveform,
proportionally to the level of power involved in the elaboration. When a cir-
cuital block is over-driven with too much power, it occurs the spreading of
the power outside the bandwidth, generating the well-known Intermodula-
tion Distortion (IMD), as main consequence of non-linearity. Once again, the
power represent the main concern for HW design.

• Antenna Design: due to compact size of antenna array the RF design could face
problems of unbalanced Impedance matching and even elements Coupling.
Considering massive MIMO hundreds of elements are assumed to be packed
in the same array. This could lead to the trade-off between antenna area and
isolation among elements.

• ADC: Analog-to-Digital-Converters (ADC) are fundamental to achieve good
data-rate with high SNR. Due to the fast Gbps data rate envisioned for future
wireless systems at cm/mmWaves, ADC design face a wide trade-off that in-
volves resolution (bit/sample), dynamic range, sampling rate (sample/sec),
power consumption (watt/sample), I/Q Balance, Bowick [218]. Moreover,
parallel RF chains need bank of parallel ADC limiting the overall energy ef-
ficiency of the device, in the end.

• Manufacturing technology: in the past, the well-known Moore law ruled the
progress of transistor allowing an incredible progress of ICT. However, even
though today nano-electronics allows chipset with transistor scaled down up
to ∼10nm, things are changing as testified by the new motto ”More-than-
Moore”, as described by Arden [219] (i.e. International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) roadmapping). Besides miniaturization, indeed,
the key word has become diversification, looking for alternatives to Silicon.
Regarding cm/mmWaves, in our case, two ”families” are competing for RF cir-
cuits: RF Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS or Si-Ge), which
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is mature technology but with some flaws to handle high frequency, versus
the compounds of the group III-V as gallium-arsenide (GaAs), gallium-nitride
(GaN), and indium-phosphide (InP), which is more expensive but offers good
properties in terms of power and frequency. Fig.A.1.

FIGURE A.1: Different technologies versus power and frequency up
to 100GHz.

• Noise: complementary to non-linearity distortion, noise limits the lower bound
of the power scale. Assessing the feasible receiving sensitivity of devices, gen-
erally different sources of noise should be considered, e.g. AWGN, Shot noise,
Flicker noise, Burst or G-N noise, dependently on technology and frequency.
This variety of causes make the noise influence proportional to the bandwidth
and the frequency, of course non-linearly. All of this ends up in penalizing the
Above-6GHz architectures to be more noisy.

• Up and Down Conversion: up / down mixers and frequencies multipliers /
dividers are necessary to reach cm/mmWaves, starting from relatively low-
frequency tones, as usual. Unfortunately, at Above-6GHz, the higher noise
floor add further Jitter ad Isolation issues to the design of Oscillators (VCO
and OSC) which are more sensitive to phase noise problems, Razavi [220].

In the following a fast outline of the actual proposed HW architectures for Above-
6GHz systems is presented. In literature it is remarkable the pioneering work done
by Samsung concerning the practical feasibility of mmWaves in [17], the design of
mmWaves antennas in [19] and the related role of BF in [18].

A.3 Above-6GHz Hw solutions

A.3.1 Analog architecture

Analog architecture comprises mainly analog Beamforming, which allows the arbi-
trary shaping of the radiation pattern of an antenna array thanks to a BF network.
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As documented by Romanofsky, [221], the Beamforming blocks are indeed Trans-
mission and Reception, i.e. ”T/R” modules. Commonly Phase Shifters enable to
modify arbitrarily the phase of the signal along the RF path, via external ’n’ bits
digital commands. Of course, more bits allow finer angle resolution in the phase
shifting. For example, with 5 bits, a phase shifter has a set of 32 different phases
with about 11°of resolution on each RF path.

Fig.A.2 and Fig.A.3 show Analog BF at RX side with TR modules implementing
BF before the IF section.

FIGURE A.2: Example of T/R module.

FIGURE A.3: A shematic of T/R module inside for BF.

Fig.A.4 shows Analog BF at RX side implementing BF at IF after the first down-
mixing section.
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FIGURE A.4: Analog IF BF scheme at receiving side.

Finally, it is worth reminding the analog BF architectures may deal with two
main problems: 1- the control on sidelobes using analog BF architectures is not flaw-
less, especially with large bandwidth signals or high power levels, because the be-
havior of phase shifters may vary along frequency or non linearly with power. So, it
may occur that a non-negligible amount of power is emitted out of the main beam,
towards different directions with respect to the look direction, however. This effect
can be managed choosing carefully the phase, (and even the amplitude) of the Steer-
ing Vectors (e.g. combining weights) in the BF network. For example implementing
the BF synthesis with Dolph-Chebyshev weights it is possible to fix the gain ratio
between the main beam and sidelobes of the radiation pattern. 2- BF is limited by
a the trade-off between the gain of the antenna array and its Field of View (FOV),
which is the angular range where it is possible to steer the antenna. In fact, pointing
towards angles which are out of the FOV, off-boresight (i.e. grazing the array plane)
the overall gain will decrease, and the HPBW enlarged. This is the phenomenon
called Beam Squint, which limits the spatial scan of any BF device.

A.3.2 Digital architecture

On the contrary, the digital architecture is combined with MIMO techniques and
is usually located before the ADC section, exploiting the flexibility of DSP, as in
Fig.A.5 and Fig.A.6, to combine the data digitally. Modern solutions implementing
MIMO (e.g. STBC or Spatial Multiplexing) are based on a design which, for example,
comprises a block at TX side (e.g. named pre-coder in the Fig.A.5) and a block at Rx
side (e.g. named combiner in the Fig.A.5), in accordance with SVD, (see chapter (6)).
Practically, the handling of different MIMO streams can be simply implemented by
using fast matrices products onto the digital samples/symbols as in Fig.A.5.
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FIGURE A.5: Digital MIMO architecture from Keysight ®.

In fact, differently from analog schemes previously described, these digital schemes
naturally deal with samples/symbols in the baseband, relying upon the ability of
A/D Converters to ”translate” correctly the combined digital samples into analog
signals (and viceversa at RX). This advantage leads to huge flexibility in terms of
processing and numerical errors.

FIGURE A.6: Digital baseband BF scheme at receiving side.

A.3.3 Hybrid architecture

As illustrated by Dupleich [213] and Samsung [17], [19], [18], a novel Hybrid archi-
tecture is currently the trend for future multiple antennas architectures, because both
the pros of the two aforementioned different approaches are gained in a complemen-
tary way. This is shown by Fig.A.7, depicting a general purpose hybrid architecture
with multiple RF chains, where at TX side there are: a pre-coder block (e.g. (FBB)
matrix, Fig.A.7), the D/A conversion and then the analog BF combining(FRF). At RX
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side, instead: analog BF combining (WRF), A/D conversion and then a combining
block (e.g. (WBB), Fig.A.7).

FIGURE A.7: Complete hybrid BF / MIMO architecture from
Keysight ®.
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A physicist, a biologist and a mathematician sit in a sidewalk cafe, looking at the building
across the road. Two people go into the building, then three people come out.
Physicist: "This must be a measuring error!".
Biologist: "This is proof of procreation!".
Mathematician: "If one more person goes into the building, it will be empty!"
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